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AUDIENCE OF THE FOUR HORSEMEN 

 
 Down the Chain of Command and across all the Heavens that all should know, 
specifically the 3,600 other assigned Horsemen at their distant stations, came the Call from The 
Most High: 
 
[INSERT:  YES!  There are 900 Units of FOUR (4) Horsemen each stationed throughout 
this Quarter of Creation.  Hallelujah halfwit delusions to the contrary, John, the Divine 
(Immanuel's half-brother) was concerned only with THIS planet and its spiritual future.] 
 
 ""Horsemen, summon your War Commanders and present yourselves before Me!"" 
 
 Such commands are obeyed immediately.  Assembly is the first order of business; 
preparation into proper uniform, including weaponry, is routine; rehearsed Heraldry is the only 
factor that may be altered.  This being an obvious WAR call, I, El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, 
was Senior Point, although in the Command Structure of this Earth-Realm Horsemen, I am the 
Second, we prepared to present ourselves as ordered: 
 Second Horseman = El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH mounted on the Great Steed Pegasue 
(PE-GAH-SUE); My Second-in-Command Sargasus Amondi Pesh, Command Executive 
Officer Numakas (NEW-MAK-US) ka Xbaou (ZAY-BOUW, pronounced as in bowing), 
Chief of Valor; 
 First Horseman = Immanuel Joshua ben Joseph ben Nazaratti mounted on the Great Steed 
Haminadab (HAH-MIN-AH-DAB); Second-in-Command Hyram (HI-RAM) ben MhuHass 
(MU-HAH-Z), Command Executive Officer Uhkha (UK-KAH) ben Chamae (SHOM-AE), 
Chief of Valor; 
 Third Horseman = Horus, Son of Osiris mounted on the Great Steed Columbia (CAH-
LUM-BEE-AH); Second-in-Command Abnee (AB-KNEE) sug (SUGG) Knou (KN-OW) (Son 
of Anubis [Greek], Egyptian First God of the Dead), Command Executive Officer Inpu (IN-
PO), Chief of Valor; 
 Fourth Horseman = Ammeliet (AM-E-LEET) Hammerlin, Son of Haph of Ur mounted 
on the Great Steed Hadesium (HAH-DEE-SEE-UM); Second-in-Command KrayKuur (KRAH-
CORE) Bxtha (BX-THA), Command Executive Officer DuWaWa bel Mashudha (MASH-
YOU-DAH), Chief of Valor. 



 Assembled on the Great Grounds of Lharamial, we positioned ourselves in proper 
formation and awaited orders to repair. 
 The orders came at 29 July 2014 – 2 Av 5774 spanning the night into 30 July 2014 – 3 
Av 5774.  With all other 3,596 Horsemen and their 899 Units and War Commanders in Presence:  
in accordance with Parade Protocol we entered The Great Presence of The Most High.  As is the 
norm, The Most High is beyond The Great Veil.  Assembled, I reported: 
 
 "Sire.  The Horsemen are assembled and present as ordered." 
 
 ""My First Lord of War:  Order this Command to Stand Easy."" 
 
 "Horsemen, Parade Rest!" I commanded.  3,600 Horsemen in 900 Units and their War 
Commanders, including my own, relaxed, remaining attentative to the proceedings and at their 
assigned stations. 
 
 ""Horsemen!  Though I keep death not from you (in the Heavens or the Earth):  I have 
ordered you gathered here to be informed as to the continuance or massive extermination of the 
Anusazi (humans) upon the world. 
 ""Horsemen!  You are gathered here to be informed as to the impending destruction of 
Lucifer's dominion, without restriction, over the common (spirits, beings, people).  He has 
spoken beyond his capabilities and assumed beyond his limitations:  therefore, he will be all the 
more adamant and merciless; for he is a vain entity basking in his own perception of himself.  He 
declared Freedom's Holy Star (this Earth of this Solar System) the center point of his intended 
enforcement of his Absolute Power and Authority over all I have created, intending to take by 
force all TRUTH and Righteousness denied him.  His deceptions are numerous and well known; 
the major world-bound (Earth Plane) hosts with whom you are at War are: 
 ""Nephilim Anunnaki; although other Entities (ExtraTerrestrials) are in the area, some 
hostile to the Nephilim Anunnaki and some allied; 
 ""Elominites (ExtraTerrestrials pretending to be gods or ultimate creators), that are 
skilled in all manner of deception; 
 ""Khrakoani (KRAY-KON-I - ExtraTerrestrials that appear to be spirits), who 
devour by absorption of energy directly out of matter; 
 ""Arcturi (capable of Multi-Dimensional existence at the same time), very advanced 
and very dangerous;  
 ""Thubi Draconis, the most deceitful of reptilians; 
 ""Ctulzodians (the several species of Greys), who are highly technically oriented, 
physically (endurance) weak and exist without souls. 
 ""Of these are the many seeming ghosts and unaccounted spirit manifestations intent on 
deception of all who will accept their presentations.  All are heavily armed, exceptionally well 
trained and know their end is nigh and final upon the First Fall of Lucifer:  even for the short 
span (1,000 generations) that the Anusazi may recuperate and purify their races. 
 ""Lucifer is furious and his anger shall be his downfall; and his downfall will be a 
massive destruction of all life and habitation if he is not restrained.  His plans upon the world 
have deprived him of sufficient time:  the Anusazi have multiplied themselves beyond the 
capability of the world to support them and mass-destruction is the only option for any survival 



thereof.  Lucifer is minded that if he cannot rule all he will leave nothing to rule, the mark and 
mind-set of the self-righteous. 
 ""Lucifer has secured near total power and authority over the world by false religions and 
self-indulgent, morally bereft governments, each relying on the other for insured continuance.  
Their limitations upon the whole world are that which the Anusazi accord them:  and there is the 
first weakness to be exploited to defeat them and avoid both Holocaust and Tribulation.  The 
most abominable of those religions are: 
 ""The once-holy Tribe of Levi, My original Priesthood having My Holy Law upon the 
world; polluted of Judah who once possessed My Holy Scepter of Identity and defiled it at every 
opportunity; are both now infiltrated with Khazaria and Ashkenazi who claim they are Israelite 
Judean and know they are not (Revelation 2:9; 3:9).  Save the true Sons of Aaron, these are the 
first third of the Synagogue of Satan. 
 ""That Great Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople, the 
escaped of Babylon in the Days of Cyrus (King Koroosh) who spare not any Demonism to 
expand and maintain; and all her Harlot Daughters who spew much and deliver nothing!  Lo!  
They are the second third of the Synagogue of Satan. 
 ""The despicable Sons of Ishmael, have they not turned their swords against the innocent 
of their own house and of their own blood? and are become a living disgrace to their father 
Abraham and all their own household who call themselves "Islam," "Muslim," "Sunni," "Shiite" 
or by all or any of their sects and orders?  Yea!  They defile themselves and all their house with 
the knowing abominations of the Last Prince of Ishmael, even Abu al-Qasim Muhammad who 
yet mourns before Me because of his duty to set for all the most egregious that those of the 
demons reveal themselves.  Yea!  Because they are of demons of their own determination they 
are as diseased dung in My Sight without exception!  Their constant ravings (five times a day) 
are Testimony Against them!  I shall avenge their wholesale murders, in the deepest Depths of 
Perditon and they shall burn forever.  All Islam and their Demonisms are the final third of the 
Synagogue of Satan. 
 ""The Hindu are too absorbed in what-was-never to overcome their own hatred of all that 
does not agree with and wholly permit their ignorances and useless displays.  None of the ancient 
ExtraTerrestrials who abandoned them millennia ago are going to return to them nor bury their 
bones as they also did not in the age of their abandonment.  Lo!  They and the Hordes (Russia, 
China, Mongolia) are but bodies to fulfill the prophetic numbers of slain. 
 ""Fear not the Mormons and minor Satanists (self-appointed gurus) for they know 
nothing of True and Righteous Spirit, are self-righteous hypocrites to the core, have no power 
and Lucifer, himself, ignores them.  Fear not witches, yet they could be a hindrance were they 
above their sexual deviations and Satanic deprivations.  All claims that anyone has seen Me at 
any time is knowing blaspheme; for there are many of My Presence, having Great Thrones of 
Authority, Knowledge, Wisdom and Power, even as those of My Faithful Horsemen.  A greater 
Blaspheme are those who claim My Holy Son Immanuel was (or still is) Me incarnate and 
greater still those who claim they have (or found) Immanuel (as Jesus) within themselves!  Lo!  
If such is of Me then let them raise the proven dead, heal the sick and quicken the halt and lame, 
and multiply food in such abundance as to remove all hunger from the world!  Lo!  They cannot 
because such is Mine Evidence (Proof of Anointing) of Mine Own Son in His Reign as one of 
My Promised Anointeds!  Yea!  Mine know them for what they are, the demonic do not, 
therefore are they evidence and Testimony Against themselves. 



 ""All the mentioned are political Marxists upon the whole world without exception and 
thus My Contempt for them and My Wrath upon them.  In your Great Slaughters to come, spare 
not any Marxists of any creed or presentation, for they are as deceitful, demonic liars, morally 
bereft and unrestrained murderers as Lucifer:  whom they publicly deny and openly serve in all 
their Secret Lodges and Societies.  Lo!  They are vile.  Spare them not. 
 ""Of those Lucifer has blessed with seeming powers; be cognizant and aware.  They 
know of themselves they have nothing save that which the servants and minions of Lucifer 
deliver; and that can be considerable, for Lucifer is not weak as many of his religions portray 
him in their selling of nonexistent saviors (Jesus Christ, ever-Virgin Mary, Mohammad) and 
saints. 
 ""Of those Lucifer has installed in offices of great authority be cognizant and aware.  
They are infected with his lies and deceptions and will murder their own seed to appease him 
because it is Lucifer they fear most.  His lure of them and power over them are massive wealth 
and pleasures of the flesh. 
 ""Of those Lucifer has installed in offices of great authority be cognizant and aware.  
They are the First Order of all crime and criminality, though they adorn themselves in the 
Offices of Power and Authorities of Enforcement.  They are the front of the enemy within the 
Gates and upon the Doorsteps.  Discern them.  Spare the few that pass Holy Muster! 
 ""Of those Lucifer has anointed to his service, many command and control Great Hosts 
(military forces) both public and clandestine.  Police, prosecutors and sitting Judges are 
obedient as instructed of their many Lodges, Secret Societies and trade organizations.  They are 
the law of the land and will remain so until they are rotting carrion hung from every protrusion, 
their intestines scattered upon the rooftops, their blood and bones contaminate streets, byways 
and every draught (sewer, open or piped).  Yea!  Is it not evident they arrest and convict 
immediately any innocent and deny and delay all against themselves?  Are not all the Benches 
(Courts, Judges) and publishers (media) complicit?  Is not their every effort to bind the strong 
people that they may at leisure spoil their houses? defile the children therein and confiscate all 
the wherewithal thereof?  ["The ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The DAMNED!" Paragraph 
1393 "Do not be misled:  the facts are – step one:  gun control – step two:  slavery!"] 
 ""Therefore, be not deceived by any unto themselves for they are a vast conspiracy and 
ruthless without consideration. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire:  Is that true in anything under your hand?"" 
 
 "Sire.  Yes!  In fact, of virtually everything under my hand.  And that is not even a whisp 
of it.  The whole situation is far worse.  Rampant lies, wholesale murders, collusions, FALSE 
FLAGS and injustice followed by the parade of Accursed Canaanites as victims are but the gate 
signs.  Complacent corruption, knowing dis- misinformation and deliberate abuse are the main 
occupations of all government and all major media at all levels." 
 
 ""Now to the location of this Great Battle in This Generation of Fire: 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire:  I have called My Great Horsemen and War Commanders to 
present before Me that I issue knowledge and sure direction.  The whole world is overflowing 
with vile of the most disgusting content; the people are as ignorant as they are corrupted; the 
people are consumed with wholesale murder of the innocent and unborn; mongrelization is out of 
control as an honored endeavor; and the people cease not to profane every Holy Thing.  



Therefore, wheresoever you shall find the vile and corrupt, in their homes, upon the ways or in 
the fields (of their endeavor) there shall you strike them.  Slay them and slay them all! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire:  It has come before Me that repentance is near to naught upon 
the whole world; that governments, kings, queens, heads of state, electeds, appointeds and their 
manipulators are about lies, murders, deceptions and treasons against their charges and abject 
injustice in all the Halls of Authority.  Yea!  Serving only to bleed and suppress the common 
citizenry.  Therefore, wheresoever you shall find the vile and corrupt, deprive them of all 
sanctuary that all their victims see them receive their just reward and sniff the stench of their 
passing.  Slay them and slay them all! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire:  I give not to take away, nor do I deprive any though the vile 
and corrupt deprive in their gluttony:  for I have already given and provided.  Though I am 
generous, I am not a squanderer:  what are your resources to resist such conduct this day?"" 
 
 "Sire.  A few Proven Knowers and fewer Seekers of Truth.  Of substance toward debt I 
have virtually nothing. 
 "The enemies in the world are many, well indoctrinated with Demonics the lowly think is 
TRUTH because it comes from some seat of age, office of authority even when that office is 
unconstitutional or occupied illegally!  The fact that only a few minutes of search and true 
discernment would prove those Demonics and their minions to be the damned liars they really 
are and always have been totally escapes the willful Idiot Element, especially Christians.  The 
courts are less than worthless to common citizens, and irrevocable authority to enforce all 
government atrocities of every seat of power and authority – high and low – is virtually 
unquestioned by unparalleled force of arms.  They have the entire governments' resources of 
armed forces at all levels to enforce their dictates.  The media, without exception, are complicit, 
magnanimous knowing liars and TRUTH is not found anywhere within them.  The only 
exceptions being a few patriots with limited public access; most of whom do little more than 
whine. 
 "And this is the content of my treasury." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire:  Though I am generous, I am not a squanderer:  where are My 
Due Tithes and Offerings?"" 
 
 "Sire.  In the hands and coffers of the Deluded and the Damned!  Of the Akurians, some 
are derelict." 
 
 ""Son Immanuel:  I question not My Beloved Son of Fire, Supreme Lord of All High 
Lords El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, are you of sure and certain knowledge that his presentation 
is true and accurate?"" 
 
 "Sire!  To the very extremity!  And he did not speak the half of it.  Much is presented to 
the Synagogues of Satan in the name of 'Jesus' which is not and never was my name and I do not 
answer to it." 
 
[INSERT:  The two words 'Jesus Christ' in their original languages:  'Jesus' is pronounced 
"hay-suse" or "yea-sue" a Latin word that means "I am" in the same sense as when one 
refers to himself (male or female) in the first person; and 'christ' is a Greek word 



pronounced "kris-toes" which means "conscious" as in awake, aware!  The two words 
combined mean, "I Am Conscious" and have no powers of any kind.] 
 
 ""Son Horus:  I question not My Beloved Son of Fire, Supreme Lord of All High Lords 
El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, nor My Own Firstborn, Lord Immanuel, are you of sure and 
certain knowledge their presentations are true and accurate?"" 
 
 "Sire!  As Lord Immanuel stated, to the very extremity!  My War Commander did not 
speak even a quarter of it." 
 
 ""Son Hammerlin:  I question not My Beloved Son of Fire, Supreme Lord of All High 
Lords El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, nor My Own Firstborn, Lord Immanuel, nor My Good and 
Faithful Servant Lord Horseman Horus, Son of Osiris, are you of sure and certain knowledge 
their presentations are true and accurate?"" 
 
 "Sire!  As my fellow Horsemen have spoken, the TRUTH is!  War Commander El Aku 
simply did not speak even a tenth of it; and that not by neglect for his testimony is TRUTH as 
only TRUTH can exist in This Supreme Presence." 
 
 ""Horsemen!  So it is established before Me! 
 ""This TRUTH shall stand until Shiloh as My Death Warrant upon the Damned and this 
TRUTH shall be Testimony against all who squander even a farthing (mite) of My Holy Due 
into any other hand than My Commissioned Anointed and Elect One in the Earth and those he 
shall appoint over it!  Yea!  For his Disciples alone are Proven Before Me and into his hands 
alone shall I consider receipt. 
 ""Horsemen, it has come before Me that many evils are rampant in This Generation of 
Fire: 
 ""Evidence:  My Holy Son of Israel, even My Own Supreme Lord of all High Lords, El 
Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH upon whom I named My Own Name and unto whom I entrusted this 
entire Solar System as a possession unto Shiloh:  is damned in the sight of all others, his Holy 
Office is publicly denied in all their Temples, all their Lodges, all their Secret Societies, all their 
Courts and all their High Places; and My Word that I, Myself, say to him to deliver unto all the 
tribes, all the peoples and all the nations is discredited because it came from him as I have 
required.  Lo!  All such are angered at you beyond their ability to measure:  because you need 
not account to any, nor to present to those you judge unworthy. 
 ""Evidence:  My Son Immanuel, First of My Great Horsemen of My Wrath is profaned in 
the whole world; defamed as that which he is not; hailed as the most-senior of righteousness in 
direct violation of My Holy Law; profaned as the ever-living child of That Great Babylonian 
Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople and all her Harlot daughters 
as being himself and Me incarnate by all the Synagogue of Satan, Yea!, even the Sodomite Sons 
of Semiramis (the Pope, Jesuits, Cardinals, Bishops, Vatican and Constantinople and all 
their ranks and congregations). 
 ""Evidence:  My Son El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Second of My Great Horsemen of 
My Wrath and all upon whom is My Own Testimony and Holy Mark of his authenticity are 
despised in the whole world by all the vile and bereft of TRUTH, Justice and Honor who claim 
much and deliver only horror and impossible hardship upon the whole of the land, tribes, peoples 



and nations; therefore has he taken peace from the earth (DECLARATION - PEACE FROM 
THE EARTH - 20 May 2013 AD – 11 Sivan 5773 Hebrew). 
 ""Evidence:  My Son Horus, Son of Osiris, Third of My Great Horsemen of My Wrath is 
still portrayed in the tombs, monuments and scripts of the Ancients as a disfigured myth of My 
Great Abominations (Lord Horus' helmet is configured as a falcon)!  Lo!  All such are a 
sacred Testimony Against the Ancient Priests and a greater Testimony Against any, 
whomsoever, that shall desecrate that evidence. 
 ""Evidence:  My Son Ammeliet Hammerlin, Son of Haph of Ur, Fourth of My Great 
Horsemen of My Wrath is mocked and ridiculed as an ignorant practitioner of all the arts of 
failure and mystical idiocies. 
 ""Evidence:  there is not meat in My House, for My Holy Due is denied to My Holy 
Hand, even My Beloved Son of Fire!  My Holy Due is consumed by the putrid and Servants of 
Desecration:  squandered on bastards and mongrels who should not exist; financing impure 
blood and all manner of vile and filth, wholesale murder of the unborn and perpetual harlotry.  
Are not the gatherings (of Akurians, Seekers of Truth) filled with True and Righteous 
Testimony against all such? 
 ""Evidence:  My Holy Law is shredded as worn sack cloth and that not of good use, 
violated by every false church and upon every doorstep of the Deluded and the Damned. 
 ""Evidence:  Injustice is the Law of the Land and there is neither TRUTH nor Honor 
anywhere in the whole of Israel (Ephraim, United States and Manasseh, United Kingdom). 
 ""Evidence:  Power for the sake of Power is the uppermost consideration of all Sodomites 
of Semiramis and there is not a head among them that sleeps soundly save abject fools. 
 ""Evidence:  Knowing lies are the substance of every public declaration (government, 
religions, science and media), defamation of the intended (slaves) is beyond sense:  neither 
TRUTH nor refuge from their deafening din and clatter are found in the whole world.  Yea!  
They suppose themselves impregnable and infallible by their much-spewing. 
 ""Evidence:  War and wholesale slaughter are upon the whole world, instigated by Levi, 
directed by Judah, accomplished by Ishmael (Islam), supported by that Great Babylonian 
Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople and perpetrated in the very 
streets by Accursed Canaan.  Yea!  That Great Babylonian Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, 
Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople rejoice at the inflicted agonies; though spewing much 
she does nothing. 
 ""Evidence:  Unrestrained crime is the substance of the day and victims are forbidden to 
protect themselves, their families, their possessions and their substance lest they also possess the 
means to resist tyranny of governments and the unauthorized [step one:  gun control – step two:  
slavery]. 
 ""Evidence:  The whole of the land is polluted and therein shall the innocent die, without 
reason, without mercy and without understanding; woe to the progenitors and their mongrel seed. 
 ""Evidence:  Governments have unjustly murdered more of their subjects to slay those 
few that are Seekers of Truth and Righteousness than all other causes of premature death; and 
each drop of blood is Testimony Against them. 
 ""Evidence:  TRUTH is mocked even unto the nests of poisonous vermin, therefore: 
 ""My Great Patience and My Great Mercy hereof end that My Perfect Justice be upon the 
whole of the land, upon the whole of the tribes, upon the whole of the peoples and upon the 
whole of the Nations. 



 ""Yea!  My Great Wrath is as perpetuating as the abominations against Me:  and I will 
scatter the intestines of the unholy populace, the children and the bones of the spiritually desolate 
upon the fields, the waterways, the highways and Temples of the Damned (Secret Lodges, 
Hebrew Temples, Catholic and Christian Churches, Mosques, Masjid, Musalla, Jinja, 
Gurdwara, Daoguan, Fire Temple, Cao Dai, Mithraeum, Chaitya, Jingū-ji, Wats, Basilica, 
Cathedrals, Kirks, Meeting Houses, altars, hofs, stupas, kami, monastaries, halls) and they 
shall be as desolate before Me as Ibādat Khāna!  Those of the Great Deception (government, 
religious, current media leaders and their manipulators) shall I slaughter at the hands of the 
Enslaver before the choosing among the Deluded and the Damned unto enslavement.  Nay!, they 
shall consume not one bite nor one drop, neither shall they parade themselves as Masters before 
the Deluded and the Damned. 
 ""Yea!  My Great Wrath is as perpetuating as the abominations against Me:  I shall hang 
them from every prominence; I shall cover their rooftops with the dung of corpses; their larders 
shall I empty; their water cisterns shall I fill with urine and the flood of the draught; their refuges 
shall I collapse; their great preparations made in extreme secrecy shall I bring to naught. 
 ""Yea!  My Great Wrath is as perpetuating as the abominations against Me:  Their armies 
shall I destroy into scattered piles of rot; their navies shall I sink even unto Perditon; their grand 
promises shall I make known as lies of deliberate and planned deception; their great institutions 
shall I make into dung hills not fit for a field of weeds. 
 ""Yea!  My Great Wrath is as perpetuating as the abominations against Me:  their women 
shall I prostitute for they are unto Me as a bucket of vomit; their men shall I bend over that the 
diseased know them. 
 ""Yea!  My Great Wrath is as perpetuating as the abominations against Me:  Their souls 
and the consciousnesses of their soulless shall I burn forever that My Justice be Accomplished, 
My Holy Truth established and My Holy Law obeyed. 
 ""Yea!  My Great Wrath is as perpetuating as the abominations against Me:  The sins of 
all their fathers unto each and every generation shall I avenge upon This Generation of Fire unto 
Shiloh.  For there is neither repentance nor righteousness anywhere save My Few, My Beloveds, 
My Anointeds of whom is My Testimony and their True and Righteous Disciples of My Own 
Testimony. 
 ""Yea!  My Great Wrath is as perpetuating as the abominations against Me:  Horsemen?  
Shall I do these things unto the whole of mankind wheresoever they are upon the whole world?  
Say now unto Me and because of your perfect service I shall accord your determinations, your 
judgments and your requests. 
 ""First Lord of War, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire, Your infinite mercy is clear.  I would do worse were I able to determine it," 
 
 ""Second Lord of War, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire, because I am the most defamed other than You, Mighty Father, I concur with my 
fellow Horseman El Aku and would spare them nothing.  My eventual return with all its 
enormous blood and destruction will seem a relief because it is the beginning of the end of 
Lucifer, all his minions and his rule." 
 
 ""Third Lord of War, how say you?"" 



 
 "Sire, abandonment in the many hells under Egypt would not be full justice.  And justice 
is my calling and my expertise. 
 "The child-rapists and wholesale murderers of That Great Babylonian Sodomite Harlot of 
Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople, her many Harlot daughters (christian churches) 
and whoremonger Sons of Ishmael squander all Your Righteous Due that should be in the hand 
of My Beloved Brother-in-Arms, Horseman El Aku.  But it is not.  It is desecrated by dedication 
to the vilest of abominations in the name of religion, racemixing, homosexuality, demonology 
and helpless-child sacrifice. 
 "My Lord, My Lord, you are much too merciful." 
 
 ""Fourth Lord of War, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire, systems and science are my profession and the state of my learning and I am well 
expert as to TRUTH, Justice, Honor and the many Arts of War.  I fully agree with my fellow 
Horsemen and will, without reservation accompany My War Commander, Horseman El Aku 
ALIHA ASUR HIGH through the Gates of Hell and into the uttermost bowels of Perditon in 
pursuit of Justice and Restoration.  For there will Justice be accomplished upon Lucifer and all 
his minions for all their abominations and Total Restoration eventually thereafter. 
 "Sire, are not the cries of helpless children destroyed by the Khazars and Ashkenazis, 
Sodomites of Semiramis and Ishmael sufficient TRUTH to the justice of total destruction of all 
authorities, save Your Establishment of Horseman El Aku and his few disciples, in the whole 
world?  Shall the victims cry forever? without relief? and without mercy? 
 "Sire, be it far from me to question You concerning anything.  Nevertheless, I agree with 
my fellow Horsemen:  You are far more merciful than any of us would even consider." 
 
 ""Beloved Horsemen of My Great Wrath, your TRUTH is established forever before Me.  
I shall not have mercy, My Eye will not spare, that which you would accomplish I will 
accomplish and more also. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is your Dominion and Domain, where shall I begin that you 
be both honored and recognized by all Seekers of Truth?"" 
 
 "Sire, as for honor and recognition, I am not vain and even one Proven Knower of Your 
Great Testimony is sufficient to overflowing.  I ask nothing for myself. 
 "Sire, we are under a multiple attack:  the Nephilim Anunnaki are the greatest of 
betrayers and serve Lucifer almost without flaw; thus we are under attack upon the whole planet 
by the Nephilim Anunnaki and within all the Planes of Heaven and Depths of Hell by Lucifer.  
His minions are in every office of power and every level of governmental authority.  There is not 
one word of whole TRUTH anywhere among any of the major publications.  Grand-sounding 
lies, lies by omission and half-truths are the full extent of their knowing and deliberate attempted 
deceptions. 
 "Sire, because it is Your Holy Law, I would that Your Holy Due be made accessible, the 
unrestrained possession of the Grand Council of Gnostics under the administration and authority 
of Command Marshal General Dianne Chylon Budagher-Shams-Avari, current Supreme 
Commander of the Holy Order and Second under the administration and authority of Command 
Marshal General Peter Koroosh Shams-Avari as per Chain of Command. 



 "Sire, here I ask a pardon:  That you consider those who cease support of those You have 
determined to be Abominations, specifically but not limited to the Sodomites of Semiramis, her 
Harlot Daughters and Ishmael and all other worshippers of the Synagogue of Satan and deliver 
Your Holy Due into these hands I have appointed." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, granted.  And because you have served me without deviation 
of My Holy Law even as My Servant Abraham, I shall grant full pardon and forgiveness to all 
who shall Tithe My Holy Due into your hand and unto My Grand Council of Gnostics after you 
unto Shiloh with this sole provision:  that in accordance with absolute Obedience to My Holy 
Law, delivery thereof be consistent hereto solely (not one cent to any other religion under any 
conditions whatsoever!) and not at the recognition of finality.  All are repentant at approach of 
death and I hear them not. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are not My Commanders:  Budagher, Shams-Avari, Schipul, 
Clark, Meinke and Malone tithed ahead, above and beyond My Holy Requirement?  Yea!  And 
yet there are many slaggards and many who will support only Lucifer and his minions of 
Semiramis and Ishmael to their own Eternal Destruction. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, I know My Hidden Ones who constantly testify unto Me, they 
are not counted among the slaggards nor are they forgotten for their Holy Service unto Me."" 
 
 "Sire, I return to a War greater than a War of Worlds, more violent, more vicious, more 
destructive, more dangerous, more treacherous and totally without honor among my enemies.  A 
War of Wars upon the whole world between the Nephilim Anunnaki and Anusazi, all religions 
and governments and their citizens; and a Spiritual War in the Very Planes of Heaven that 
extends into the Deepest Depths of Hell between You and all the Forces of Lucifer.  To me they 
are but one War with different enemies, one War on different fronts.  There isn't any Armed 
Force that can be totally engaged in conflict that can infinitely support and provision itself at the 
same time; nor an Armed Force that can perpetually continue without replacement of losses; nor 
an Armed Force with unlimited energies.  Neither can any Armed Force engaged in hostilities 
establish and administer a proper political system.  In its wake, perhaps, but not during 
hostilities.  I require logistics and not a little.  I require support and not a little.  Though I expend 
miserly and grudgingly, I spare nothing at my advantage and every enemy knows it.  Currently, 
adequate communications is my greatest concern and my greatest necessity; and time is always a 
cruel and merciless taskmaster.  And: 
 "Sire, my earthly strength and endurance is fading as this body reaches its natural end.  
My greatest concerns are for those I leave behind and facilities for their continuance.  This 
mission is neither simple nor easy; but also not impossible to accomplish.  This mission will not 
be abandoned nor directed elsewhere at my passing, lest the whole world die as You have 
determined. 
 "Sire!  For myself I ask nothing, neither strength, endurance, comfort nor continuance, 
but support and logistics for those who shall follow in this Great Endeavor until Shiloh.  As for 
intelligence and wisdom, they must look into their own soul.  You do protect the righteous but 
not the willfully ignorant or stupid. 
 "Sire, how say You?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Son of My Great Joy!  Lucifer and the Nefilim Anunnaki 
wanted and still want War and I sent them Infinite War personified!  Ho!  They are undone.  



They are the Doomed of the Damned from which there is not any escape.  From you there is 
neither relief nor safety nor any refuge from that which I have determined upon them.  Ho!  They 
are miserable and failure is upon their every effort and the substance of their every construction 
and their every concoction.  Ho!  They are undone as none ever and never before in all My 
Creation.  Ho!  Is not their unceasing fury full evidence thereof? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Supreme Lord of War and Infinite Destruction!  That which 
you have required is granted of Me, but may seem disrupted.  For My Delivery is entirely 
dependent upon pure and undeviated obedience to My Holy Law.  Those who serve any but Me 
need not call upon Me; those who deny My Holy Due into the Righteous Hand of My Own 
Verification need not call upon Me; for I hear them not, neither shall they succeed in anything. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy and Anointed One of This Generation of Fire!  
Though the Nephilim Anunnaki and Lucifer are of the same company and of the same 
desecration of all things True and Righteous, their whole War is not upon the world nor the 
whole of Earth:  but of the Highest Heavens and Deepest of Depths and the battle sites are 
numerous.  Those who will serve Me in the whole world must serve Me in the whole world and 
not of the dictates of vile Semiramis nor putrid Ishmael nor ignorant Buddah:  for they are 
abominations in My Sight!  Those who will serve Me in the whole of Creation must serve Me in 
the Heavens and in the Depths of their own volition:  to learn access to all My Great Spiritual 
Realms and not in the polluted and corrupted dictates of those who have never ventured up in the 
Spirit, nor can they so venture. 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Supreme High Priest of all Israel and all the Peoples upon 
all The Earth and the whole world:  Though your monetary substance be mite and your standing 
among the vile and corrupt, even those few of Levi and few of Judah of pure lineage who despise 
you because you are Living Truth against them, declare all manner of lies and defamations loud 
and long against you:  you are rich in My Sight, you are Holy in My Sight, you are Righteous in 
My Sight, else I would have long ago removed you. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Supreme Anointed in all the Earth; Shall I now deliver 
into your hands and sole and exclusive possession:  that most-sacred Ark of My Testimony, the 
remnants thereof that rest now among the heathen in the Chapel of the Tablet, Church of Our 
Lady Mary of Zion, Axum, Ethiopia? and turn its fury upon all who disclaim you?"" 
 
 "Sire, for me to do what with it?  Where would I emplace it?  The Temple Mount is a 
diseased dung hill, Tel Aviv is its piss catch and Bethlehem is its thunder mug.  Perhaps 
London?, soon to serve menstruous cloth as dinner upon a filthy plate.  Paris?, where soon urine 
will be preferable to wine.  Berlin?, Hamburg?, that will attempt to save themselves with great 
slaughter of Khazars and Ashkenazis.  Better still:  Washington, District of Columbia, where 
Khazari, Ashkenazi, Canaan and Cush have opened the Gates of Hell to exterminate TRUTH, 
life and liberty from the planet? 
 "Sire, who shall I set to attend it?  The murderous, child-sacrificing, blood-sucking 
mongrel bastards of Khazari, Ashkenazi, Canaan and Cush whose greatest pleasure is sodomy, 
whose favorite drink is semen of their fellows and whose greatest dedication is the defilement of 
all other stupid women?  Shall I drape those vile in the desecrated robes of Levi?, sound the sour 
tin trumpets of Judah?, pound the serpent-skin drums of Canaan?, as I escort that Great Ark of 
Your Testimony around the world in the most flagrant display of infamy ever to pollute the 
planet? 



 "Sire, I do not object to being its singular owner, but as such I would leave it in 
possession of the Heathen as a Lasting Testimony Against all Israel:  beginning with the 
Priesthood of Levi, second the Sceptre spoilers of Judah and half-tribe of Benjamin and third, 
upon all the Remnant of Israel of which Ephraim and Manasseh are equally guilty.  Where shall I 
emplace it as a Lasting Testimony Against all Israel that is not more infinite filth than the 
dungeon at Axum? 
 "Sire, concerning that Great Ark of Your Testimony, I would that You should set forth 
The Call that all Ethiopians put to death all Islam in the Nation that the Presence of Your Great 
Ark of Your Testimony be no more profaned by their presence as an example to everyone else 
from the Nile to the Euphrates, from Philippines to London, from Murmansk to Pachino, from 
Tokyo to Cockle Creek, from Medina to Amundsen to Belgrano II Base to McMurdo Station to 
Port Lockroy to Esperanza Base to Jubany Base to Villa Las Estrellas to Puerto Williams to 
Ushuaia to Punta Arenas; from Mecca to Longyearbyen to Qaanaaq to Upernavik to Khatanga to 
Tiksi to Belushya Guba to Barrow to Honningsvåg to Uummannaq to Hammerfes; that none of 
the psychopathic vile of Ishmael continue to desecrate Your Servant Abraham, Great Father of 
my lineage, nor profane the Presence of You or Your Great Ark of Your Testimony. 
 "Sire, concerning that Great Ark of Your Testimony, I would that You should set forth 
The Call that all Israel must repent and return to Your Holy Law and put to death all who follow 
That Great Babylonian Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople and 
all her Harlot 'christian' Daughters; and all who follow those mentally and morally bereft Sons of 
Ishmael.  That the whole of the Middle East, from Paris to Peking, be soaked in the vile blood of 
Islam would be a scent as soft flowers to the nostrils of all decent humans and a relief of needless 
misery to all wildlife, both plant and animal.  Even the serpents of the swamplands would send 
thanks! 
 "Sire, that the Nephilim Anunnaki bear full liability for all the defamations, deaths and 
desecrations that removed all TRUTH, Righteousness, Justice and Honor from the world and 
every cell of blood that will be required to restore Your Holy Law, TRUTH, Righteousness, 
Justice and Honor to the whole world.  Notwithstanding, I will go where you send me." 
 
 ""Horsemen, how say you? 
 ""Second Lord of War, Lord Joshua ben Joseph ben Nazaratti, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!" 
 
 ""Third Lord of War, Lord Horus, Son of Osiris, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!" 
 
 ""Fourth Lord of War, Lord Ammeliet Hammerlin, Son of Haph of Ur, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Supreme Lord of all High Lords:  In My Presence before 
This Veil you refuse My Great Ark of My Testimony because of the abominations of and in 
Israel and all the Tribes thereof, even Ephraim and Manasseh.  In My Presence before This Veil 
you accuse My Priest Tribe of Levi, My Sceptre Tribe of Judah and my scatterment Tribe of 



Benjamin, of being infinitely liable for all these many desecrations of My Holy Law upon all the 
tribes, peoples and nations from the firstborns in Israel to the lastborns of the uttermost mongrel.  
In My Presence before This Veil you ask nothing for yourself; you ask only for those I have 
given charge under your hand.  This I give you, this is the manner of the Ark (and He put a 
vision in my mind) that reveals how it works because of the way it is built. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Beloved Anointed and Holy One of This Generation of 
Fire:  If there be those sufficient that gold in your hand be as dross in abandoned streets; treasure 
in My House of your dwelling be as dust in the winds of Socorro (Desert Wind); platinum and 
palladium bricks as the Great Wall (China) and silver as the Sands of Sahara:  then and not until, 
shall I consider repentance for those you have condemned.  Your Judgment of them is true.  I, 
Myself, sent My True and Faithful Servants to see if these things are true of all you accused and 
each has confirmed before Me that most you have not told.  I, Myself, discerned all the evils, the 
vile, the abominables, as My True and Faithful Servants reported to Me that which I also 
witnessed.  Your Judgment of them is true.  There is neither question nor excuse, it is as you 
have declared.  Thus, because you have required of Me, I will yet withstay My Hand for a little 
season; perhaps an hour, perhaps a breath. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Supreme Lord of War:  I am sore displeased that My 
Great Ark of My Testimony shall remain for yet a season in the presence of the Heathen of 
Ethiopia where I sent it in Testimony Against all Israel, Levi and Judah.  I am pleased at full 
measure that you again have requested relief of the burdens of My Great Ark of My Testimony, 
your reasons are sound and your judgments are accurate; and they are True and Righteous 
Testimony before Me against Levi, Judah, Ephraim and Manasseh and all Israel and all the Sons 
of Ishmael.  Yea!  A greater Testimony against these than against all the other tribes, peoples and 
nations.  I am pleased at full measure that you have delivered unto me a few of Cush out of 
Accursed Canaan; for that is a Testimony against That Great Babylonian Sodomite Harlot of 
Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople, all her Harlot Daughters, putrid Sons of 
Ishmael and all those of the Synagogue of Satan and all his minions:  and in That Day those of 
Cush shall be a Testimony Against those of Israel who rejected you even as they rejected Me. 
 ""Son of War, Son of War, I permit not any lie in My Presence and My War 
Commanders say not against you, therefore I say not against you."" 
 
 "Sire, I will not knowingly displease You!  What would You have me do with Your Great 
Ark of The Testimony?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Son of My Great Pleasure:  You have determined well.  The 
continued presence of My Great Ark of My Testimony in possession of the Heathen of Ethiopia 
is a Greater Testimony Against all Israel:  first against all Levi, second against all Judah, third 
against all Benjamin, fourth against all Ephraim and all Manasseh and fifth against all the 
Remnants of Israel!  That I would have it in Holy Hands is a point of great disgust unto Me 
toward all those responsible and toward all those disobedient to My Holy Law.  Did not you, 
yourself, give rise to this Great Testimony Against all Israel when you blessed all Ethiopia 
standing at the very gate of the Chapel of the Tablet because they were honored refuge for the 
remnant of My Great Ark of My Testimony?  Yea!  And rightly!  And in that instant did I not 
Declare Myself to be against all who commit to your Commission and support it not?  With 
patience to be sure, but I will not change My Holy Law, not one jot, not one tittle, nor will I long 
delay My Wrath against all the disobedient.  Lo!  That which is more important than Me to any 



has declared Me to be a lesser to that which is more important:  and I will not be a lesser God!  
Know, Son of Fire, the station of My Great Ark of My Testimony and proper Tithes in My 
House are not separate before Me, but are words of the same script; and I will not be robbed and 
deliver blessings as is expected of Me. 
 ""Son of War, Son of War:  In the Great Fray against every Hebrew, true and pretend, 
have I sent you.  Into the Great Fray against the Nefilim Anunnaki and lying Elominites have I 
sent you.  Into the Great Fray against That Great Babylonian Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, 
Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople, all her Harlot Daughters and the putrid Sons of 
Ishmael:  all of whom are vomit in My Sight; have I sent you.  Into the Great Fray against 
Accursed Canaan and Accursed Cush have I sent you.  Into the Great Fray against all mongrels 
and all the lineage of their ancestors have I sent you.  Yea!  Into the Great Fray against the 
Synagogue of Satan have I sent you.  And have you prevailed against them all! 
 ""Son of My Great Testimony, Son of My Great Testimony:  Have you not brought forth 
a few of Cush out of Accursed Canaan into the Realms of True Righteousness?  Yea!  And it is a 
Great Testimony against them all:  against the ships and fortresses of the Nephilim Anunnaki and 
false Elominites and all their designs, Dung Temples of Levi and Judah and all they control, 
Sodomites of Semiramis and all they contaminate, Puke of Ishmael (Islam), filth and violence of 
Accursed Canaan unto all mongrels thereof and all their ignorant and damned and heathen 
without exception upon the whole world?  Have you not deprived them all of peace? of sure and 
certain security? and even silence within their own innate?  Have you not set your face against 
them and made all their secrets to be revealed, even to the worthless and the coward?  Lo!  They 
suppose their deprivations against you and their suppressions of you and their defamations upon 
you shall become eventual victory over Me?  Such is the ignorance of the Abominables! 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  You have learned well and applied with great wisdom.  
As your fellow Horsemen at your flanks, you have earned well and are a great profit.  Your 
unalterable Commissions are by earned right of true and faithful service.  There is none to say 
you profited at their hand, their offering or their instruction.  Each of you are as you are and of 
your respective station by your own efforts and none other. 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  This is the War into which you are commanded.  Upon 
the world:  disruption of all the tribes by all the manipulators; deception of all the peoples by all 
the governments; and desecration of all the nations by the manipulators!  And you are My Living 
Testimonies against them in all the Heavens, in all the Earths beneath all the Heavens and in all 
the Depths beneath all the Earths:  for from Me there is neither escape nor impregnable refuge. 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  Spare neither sword nor firepoint.  In your Invocations, 
begin at the Dome of the Rock and clean Jerusalem; spare not either pure nor mongrel, priest nor 
parishioner, royal nor commoner, high nor low, male nor female, young nor old, prime nor halt 
nor lame, merchant nor buyer, rich nor poor, wise nor ignorant, transit nor citizen, educated nor 
ignorant, lord nor hireling, spare them not and leave none with the breath of life.  But any of 
Mine, those with My Holy Mark in their forehead, those with My Authority upon them, approach 
them not:  come not even near lest they be collateral damage; for they are My Judges and My 
True and Righteous Witnesses of all you shall accomplish and My Living Testimonies of those 
you shall destroy, even all the vile therein.  Remove from the presence of My Holy Ones by 
force all those to be executed and slay them at a distance.  Lo!  My Holy Ones are not refuge for 
the vile and corrupt. 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  When you have cleaned Jerusalem that it stink no more 
as a chamber pot and have slain all the vile and corrupt therein:  then shall you clean Israel.  



From Dan to Beersheba shall you clean it even as you cleaned the chamber pot of Jerusalem to 
stink no more before Me.  And all impure livestock and impure plantings shall you destroy even 
as the mongrels in the midst. 
 
[INSERT:  The current violence between Israel and Gaza is NOT but a spark and warning 
of the End to Come.  Before the total fall of the Khazar and Ashkenazi State of Israel all 
Jerusalem will be in ruins, and THAT following the Pope establishing himself as 'God 
Incarnate' as opposed to 'Christ Incarnate' he is supposed to be at the moment.  The 
current missile versus missile exchange between Israel and Gaza are nothing more than 
excuses for both to ask for more money the fools and manipulated will certainly give them.] 
 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  when you have cleaned Israel from Dan to Beersheba, 
then shall you clean That Great Babylonian Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and 
Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters from before My Face forever!  Though the target be 
the Vatican, burn all of Rome and all of Constantinople as True and Righteous Testimony 
against them and the inhabitants thereof.  Have they not profaned all My Holy Law and all 
Righteousness?  Do they not profess My Authority that they have not? profane My Holy Name? 
and prostrate my people into the Synagogue of Satan?  Are not the cries of the victims of their 
abominations ringing loud in My Ear?  Yea!  And the children victims most horribly?  Yea!  
Enter the Vatican, remove every record and document, remove every treasure and artifact, that 
they be preserved as Testimony Against them unto of all generations unto Shiloh:  permit not one 
jot nor tittle, not one loose particle to be lost or destroyed; but of the inhabitants thereof, slay 
them without mercy or exception.  Leave none alive of That Great Babylonian Sodomite Harlot 
of Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters either of the 
Vatican, Rome, Constantinople nor anywhere upon the whole world.  Slay them!  And slay them 
all!  Immediately put to death each and every murderer, liar, thief, priest and parishioner; spare 
not pure nor mongrel, high or low, royal or commoner, male or female, young or old, prime, halt 
or lame, merchant or buyer, rich or poor, wise or foolish, educated or ignorant, transit or citizen, 
lord or hireling:  for you will not find any of Mine anywhere within the gates nor in proximity of 
the cities.  Wheresoever you shall find the Harlot Daughter of Babylon (christians, regardless 
of denomination) there shall you slay them and slay them all! 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  when you have cleaned the Vatican, Rome and 
Constantinople, then shall you clean the draught-holes of Mecca and Medina:  and slay all the 
vile and all the corrupt!  Spare none for there are not any of Mine anywhere therein.  No, nor has 
there ever been since My Beloved Son of Fire established their true locations and left them 
desolate of his blessings and rife with his curses.  From Mecca to Medina and northward, from 
Medina to Mecca and southward:  and back again; shall you clean even the desert between, 
changing it into a diseased dung hill in My Sight.  Spare neither sword nor firepoint.  In your 
Invocations, begin at the Great Commode Kaaba and clean Mecca as you begin at the Green 
Dome at Al-Masjid al Mabawi and clean Medina.  Spare not either pure nor mongrel, amir, 
emira, mirza, caliph, zade, imam or son or daughter thereof, high or low, royal or commoner, 
male or female, young or old, whole or halt or lame, merchant or buyer, rich or poor, wise or 
ignorant, transit or citizen, educated or ignorant, lord or hireling, spare them not and leave none 
with the breath of life.  Northward from Mecca and as wide as the world and southward from 
Medina and as wide as the world and back again; spare not Asia, Africa, Balkans, China, India, 
Russia, Indonesia nor those who defile the lands and waters of Israel:  that Islam be no more as 



the stink of a chamber pot as Jerusalem before Me.  Yea!  Wheresoever you shall encounter any 
Muslim, there above any other duty or requirement shall you put them to death.  And all impure 
livestock and impure plantings shall you destroy even as the mongrels in the midst of all their 
very presence therein has profaned. 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  As you clean the whole world of all religious filth, 
clean also the political filth of wholesale murderers, liars, thieves and abominators!  Seek you 
out and find every Marxist, dedicated and ignorant; every Communist, dedicated and ignorant; 
every Fascist, dedicated and ignorant; every Socialist, dedicated and ignorant; and spare them 
not!  A hanged one is an abomination unto Me, therefore:  drape them from every gallows, limb 
and post, overhang (bridge) and protrusion, that all likened unto them may see My Wrath and 
smell the rotting of My Enemies.  Start not at Moscow nor Peking for the most vile, the most 
corrupt and most unspeakable are at Washington, District of Columbia and the State Capitols 
thereof!  Therefore:  destroy the murderers, liars, thieves, criminals, sodomites, rapists, perpetual 
leeches, worthless and mongrels at Washington, District of Columbia.  And know:  when you 
have slain them all, the city will be virtually desolate.  Destroy the murderers, liars, thieves, 
criminals, sodomites, rapists, perpetual leeches, worthless and mongrels in the company of 
Capitols and the fresh air of liberty will overwhelm the citizenry.  And when you have cleaned 
Washington, District of Columbia and all the Capitols thereof:  neither neglect nor spare London, 
United Kingdom, center of Joseph's half of Israel, even Manasseh.  Know that Washington and 
London, London and Washington; are as politically abominable as Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Rome, 
Constantinople, Mecca and Medina of the Synagogue of Satan.  Yea!  They are of the same cess 
of the same draught from the same diseased dung.  Spare them not any agony and spare them not 
any continuance. 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  and when you have cleaned Washington, District of 
Columbia and London and the whole of Manasseh (Canada, Australia and the possessions), 
then shall you clean Moscow and Peking, Mexico, Central and South America, Cuba and all the 
Islands, India, Mongolia, the Koreas, Japan, Philippines, Malaysia and the whole of the Pacific 
and Indian Oceans, Africa and the whole of Europe and again clean Jerusalem and all the cities 
around about that Israel be both first and last. 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  when you have cleaned the whole world of religious 
and political filth; then return TRUTH, Justice, Honor, Knowledge and Wisdom to Ephraim 
(United States) and Manasseh (United Kingdom).  Yea!  Return and restore My Holy Law!  
Know that you must begin immediately and complete the restoration as Holocaust and 
Tribulation consume all you have condemned.  Though the ashes of war are as a trash heap 
across the whole of the land, My Beloveds, even My Akurians, shall not neglect My Holy Law, 
the Constitution of the United States of America, the Bill of Rights, the Declaration of 
Independence nor any of the Federalist Papers:  for therein is the best history of mankind at his 
own determination!  Lo!  Do they not permit all Righteousness? and justice?  Do they not permit 
any to prosper? to live and enjoy life? to learn of all My Great Mysteries?  Do they not permit 
the fool to be a Testimony Against himself? 
 ""Horsemen of My Mighty Four:  Know that all shall expose themselves as to their true 
nature and their true spirit.  And by their exposure shall you know the practitioners of the 
Synagogue of Satan without exception, alteration or deviation:  they shall despise you and 
especially My Beloved Son of Fire!  His every word shall they attempt to suppress and condemn; 
his every Disciple, even My Proven Knowers of My Great Testimony, shall they attempt to 
defame, denigrate, persecute and murder.  Lo!  They shall spare not against My Beloved 



Akurians even unto Shiloh.  For the Deluded and the Damned of the Synagogue of Satan think 
themselves pristine, immune and infallible in all things and above even their own vain dictates 
and determinations.  Therefore, when you encounter such, know the source thereof is the 
Deluded and the Damned of the Synagogue of Satan regardless of their trappings.  And when 
you encounter them, pronounce My Wrath of Death and Destruction upon them as Testimony 
Against them:  and I will not spare them from the greatest agonies of Hell and Perditon. 
 ""Lord of War, Horseman El Aku?  You have ought before Me?"" 
 
 "Sire.  That I am already engaged in this Great War with Lucifer and his minions, his 
earth-level allies the Nephilim Anunnaki and Marxist-laden governments and media around the 
world, I have problems and reservations, about some of those who are under my command and 
what they are and are not doing in accordance with Your Holy Law and my revelations of True 
Spiritual Power.  Some are just not mentally adept enough to grasp either the importance of our 
Holy Mission or the True and Righteous Spiritual FirePower we possess to accomplish that 
Mission.  I do not question their dedication, only their ability to maintain their respective 
Spiritual Status until they are proficient due to their consistency.  I have taught them to NEVER 
turn off their Spiritual Status be it discernment, mind-reading, telekinesis, prophecy or any other 
recognition or developed ability.  But they show far lesser competence than should be the 
situation were they constant in their application. 
 "There isn't any doubt or question that all Seekers of Truth and Your Proven Ones are 
under specific and deliberate attack and disruption by the Nefilim Anunnaki.  My fellow 
Horseman Lord Horus is my living testimony among the Nephilim Anunnaki that such is 
TRUTH and he is beyond fury at his own people because of it.  For me, his presence alone is all 
the verification necessary. 
 "Sire, therefore, I intend to continue to institute a wholesale slaughter upon the whole 
world between each and every Khazar and Ashkenazi pretend Jew; each every Vatican 
Sodomite, specifically the Jesuits and not exempting each and every hallelujah halfwit Harlot 
Daughter of Semiramis; every Son of Ishmael and all their damnable seed wherever they exist; 
each and every Marxist regardless of stripe; each and every Communist regardless of position; 
each and every Fascist regardless of presentation; each and every ANTI-United States 
Constitutionalist regardless of party or position; each and every Canaanite that will not become 
Cush; each and every genetic people that will not cease and desist all violence against their 
kinfolk and neighbors; and each and every mongrel and their parentage, regardless of races, that 
will not repent. 
 "Regardless of political, scientific and demonic religious preferences, I fully intend to put 
a permanent stop and end to the militarization of State, County and local police agencies.  The 
end result of such militarization is Marxist to Communism as shown in my exposure of The 
Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement and nothing more.  Pure and simple as evidenced by 
their conduct:  they are tyrants, cold-blooded murdering tyrants, and I fully intend to exterminate 
the lot of them from top to bottom and without exception.  Those I don't personally execute I will 
burn as is My Earned Rank, Authority and Power to do! 
 "Sire.  I am fully cognizant that my actions and determinations will bring a Global 
Holocaust upon the whole world should there prove to be no other civil remedy.  The Nephilim 
Anunnaki could have prevented this Horror of Horrors were they worth a damn as a living 
species; the very existence of Lord Horus and his Company being Testimony Against the 
remainder is prima facie evidence to that fact. 



 "Sire.  I and the Akurians will endeavor to restore the Constitution of the United States of 
America, the Bill of Rights and the Nation as civilly as possible or as violently as necessary.  
Nevertheless we will not compromise so much as one comma nor permit any deviation from our 
Grand Mission.  We are fully aware of The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement as 
evidenced by the fact we have been exposing it for decades; a Great Testimony Against the 
Bastards That Be who are responsible to be sure.  In spite of my decades of warning, that Grand 
Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement is as advanced as all the deliberate and knowing treasons 
have been able to enforce it have permitted.  We, the Honorable Citizens, are given no other 
option than to destroy perpetrators when and wherever we find them. 
 "Sire.  That those I will target, most in government office, will claim all manner of 
anarchist lies against me and all who will stand and fight rather than submit to slavery by tyrants:  
this will not be a civil war between conflicting religions nor reputed anti-any-government, but a 
War of Restoration between the Citizens of the United States of America and this current 
unrestrained, murderous and out-of-control government at all levels beginning with local 
municipalities, counties, parishes or boroughs, the several States and Territories and all Federal 
Organizations. 
 "Sire.  Government and police practice public executions at their leisure; immediately 
'secure' the 'crime scene' from all other questioning parties; manufacture and re-manufacture any 
'evidence' and illegally confiscate any and all electronic or photographic evidence from citizens.  
All in the name of their phony 'justice' of course.  Everything is sealed from the public until a 
'final report' that often never comes for months on end, if at all, or the preferred 'legal' version 
manufactured.  Because the government-employed murderer is also a due Lodge Member, a 
fellow Lodge Member will be the prosecution's determiner – which will whitewash the vast 
majority of such crimes – and other Lodge Members will be the Black Robed Bastards on the 
several Benches should any such atrocity ever see the light of trial!  Nothing is ever done for the 
victims.  Nothing.  Ever.  Sometimes a pittance extorted from the taxpayers is about all the 
victims ever get and lawyers deduct the better part of that!  Media always being totally complicit, 
unless caught at the outset, is a foregone conclusion. 
 "Sire.  They will not stop until Honorable Citizens do the same thing against them:  open 
and hostile War of Restoration, taking blood justice as required from every involved Bastard 
That Be from the Black Robed Bastards on the Bench, governors and legislators down to the 
street sweepers who clean up the 'scene' destroying evidence to prevent it being examined by any 
other Public Eyes; the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, Oklahoma City, 19 April 1995 (19 
Nisan 5755) and the World Trade Center, New York City, 11 September 2001 (23 Elul 5761) 
and the rest of that Khazar and Ashkenazi phony-Jew atrocity being two premier examples. 
 "Sire.  There is no question whatsoever, and the Akashic Records are clear:  both these 
atrocities were government manipulations as are the cover-ups. 
 "Sire.  That many of the atrocities against the citizenry are committed by out-of-control 
police, prosecutions and courts does not change the general situation because they are a knowing 
part of and party to the injustice and atrocities.  I expect their retaliations.  They should expect 
my merciless executions in return.  For it is of me it is written as spoken by my brother 
Horseman Immanuel to the effect:  "fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the 
soul:  but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell:" (Matthew 10:28) 
and, "I will forewarn you whom ye shall fear:  Fear him, which after he hath killed hath power to 
cast into hell; yea, I say unto you, Fear him!" (Luke 12:5) I have executed and cast into hell 
before and will again, as often as necessary as the record of my destructions clearly verify.  The 



only proviso is that when I slaughter and burn such a deserving, I also set the slaughter and 
burning of all their collaborators, living ancestors, family, wives, husbands, sons, daughters, 
whores, studs, mistresses, butches, queens, friends, supporters and all their mongrels across the 
board and without exception.  As for their deceased ancestors, I often turn up the agonies and 
extend their stay in hell.  As they are without restraint, I am without restraint. 
 "Sire.  I do loathe the Black Robed Bastards on the Bench!  Rather than be a cessation to 
atrocities against the populace, they are knowing and willing accessories to the crimes.  They and 
they alone prohibit the return of life, liberty, pursuit of happiness and Free Enterprise under the 
Constitution and Bill of Rights. 
 "Sire.  Would you have else of me?" 
 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, I, Myself, bear witness:  that you have never slain nor 
burned unjustly!  Nor have you openly accused any falsely.  Thus I accept your presentation.  
For as it is of My Holy Law concerning the sins of the fathers (and the sins of the mothers) 
which are unto the third and fourth generation; and unto those who are Accursed of True and 
Righteous Curse, the burden thereof is upon their own head!  Woe to the fellows of the Deluded 
and the Damned and the Synagogue of Satan for their destruction and the destruction of all about 
them is upon their own head. 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, as those who have suffered and died in My Service, I 
require no more of you than your present perfection!  The mongers want war and The Very 
Perfection of War have I sent them:  alive, among them, against them in all their endeavors, 
successful over them at every battle's end.  Yea!  In the very sight of all the tribes, all the peoples 
and all the nations!  In spite of the many suppressions, any prudent that are ignorant of you are 
the vile and corrupt, Deluded and the Damned of the Synagogue of Satan.  Therefore, that which 
I have given into your authority I will neither remove nor restrain. 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, of those you have presented before Me:  slay them and slay 
them all; for their every existence is an abomination in My Sight!  Of Ephraim, every President, 
Vice President, Cabinet Member, Presidential Czar, Representative of the House, Senators and 
Justices of the Supreme Court and all inferior justices since 1900 AD (1 Sh'vat 5660) none have 
escaped hell for their damnations.  Lo!  Are not the Gates of Hell still open for those who yet 
live? are not they all of your Condemnation? are there any who have not acted against you?  
Nay!  I have witnessed none who have presented before you and been faithful to Right, Justice or 
Honor; and there are none of My Witnesses that have presented TRUTH, Justice or Honor of any 
thereof.  Therefore:  slay them and slay them all! 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, begin at the false accuser, then the approving officer, 
continue through the prosecutor, extend to all the justices of all the courts:  spare them not for 
they have spared none according to their Lodges; slay them and slay them all!  Set forth the 
public fury; cause them to no more accept law for the sake of law that is both unjust and corrupt, 
intended only to suppress, deprive and enslave.  Life, liberty, pursuit of happiness and Free 
Enterprise shall return on the dead rotting flesh and scattered bones of all Marxists and all of 
their stripe; therefore, slay them and slay them all.  There are too many of them alive before Me 
and insufficient of them burning until First Judgment.  Lo!  Save you exterminate all the 
Marxists and their fellows, they will certainly exterminate you and all My Holy Law until I 
exterminate them in My Great Wrath. 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, know that I am not incognizant of all those who despise you 
and all those you have brought unto Me; nor of those who in their ignorance reject your 



Authority and the True Powers of Righteousness you have before Me.  Neither their ignorance 
nor their rejection can alter or restrain you from your Great Mission; and the Testimony of My 
Holy Ones at your hand shall not be diminished. 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, My Beloved and Holy Son of Fire:  The Great Curse of  
Utnapishtim (Noah) Upon Canaan and My Own Great Curse of The Most High Upon Cush are 
now upon the whole of the House of Ephraim (United States) and will remain until there are 
none of unrighteousness in any office of authority!  Are there any righteous in Cush? Yea, even 
those of My Own Testimony with My Own Holy Mark in their forehead!  Are there any 
righteous of Canaan? Nay!  None.  Accursed Canaan is a poison upon the land, a living filth, an 
abomination by their very presence, criminal and morally bereft by their own choosing.  And in 
That Day there shall be no more the Canaanite anywhere in My Creation! (Zechariah 14:21)  
Therefore, spare not any Canaanite; Nay, spare them not concerning anything and remove all 
their mongrels and their parentage from My Holy Presence.  Lo!  Are there not True and 
Righteous of Cush? a present and living Testimony Against Accursed Canaan?  Yea!  Shall Cush 
not purify himself unto Shiloh that they stand in TRUTH and Righteousness as Judges before 
Me?  Woe upon Ephraim and Manasseh until the whole of the purification is accomplished that 
there be no mongrel found anywhere in Ephraim nor in Manasseh. 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, My Beloved and Holy Son of Fire:  are not every people, 
every tribe and every nation granting all petition unto Accursed Canaan under The Great Curse 
of Noah Upon Canaan and My Own Great Curse of The Most High Upon Cush (as titled in 
"The ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The DAMNED!") now upon them? even the whole 
world?  Have their mongrels repented before Me? have any set themselves from the Great Curses 
upon their fathers?  A few, but a few.  The rest are consumed with their right to mongrelization, 
crime, destruction, perpetuated ignorance and sucking the substance of the land.  Lo!  They are 
an Abomination in My Sight.  Slay them and slay them all!  They ignore and abhor My TRUTH, 
My Own outstretched Hand of Mercy unto all mongrels and the parentage thereof; and they 
despise My Own Process of Restoration and Purification.  Slay them!  Slay them all!  Slay also 
all who shall defend them against My Judgment; and slay all who shall even advocate the 
bringing forth any mongrel of any people, of any tribe, of any Nation. 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, My Beloved Son of Great Devastation:  Speak now unto all 
the Planes of all the Heavens, all the Earths and all Creation beneath all the Planes of all the 
Heavens, all the Depths beneath all the Earths and all Creation, all the Great Winds and all the 
Great Realms and all the Great Elements thereof!  Speak My Wrath unto them all that you and 
your voice be My Great Testimony against all who are disobedient of My Holy Law and who 
ignore and revile My Establishments! 
 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, My Beloved Son of Great Devastation:  Speak now in My 
Presence, the presence of My Mighty Horsemen and all Creation unto the greatest heights, 
deepest depths and farthest reaches and each and every innate therein shall know that I Am The 
Most High Lord God of All Creation and My Name is ALIHA ASUR HIGH!  Spare not the liar, 
the defamer, the self-proclaimed and the defilers of My Holy Law.  Forget not the Khazars and 
the Ashkenazis nor the Levites, Judeans and Benjamites who permit their desecrations.  Spare 
not Zion until it is vacant of the vile, the corrupt, the thief and the murderer:  that Zion be again 
pure before Me that I choose Zion as I have promised.  Lo!  Zion is more filth than Accursed 
Canaan and more violent than putrid Ishmael.  I will not mollify My Holy Law to accommodate 
either, No!, nor the Harlot Daughters in their midst. 



 ""Lord of War, Lord of War, My Beloved Son of Great Devastation:  Speak now in My 
Presence, the presence of My Mighty Horsemen and all Creation unto the greatest heights and 
spare them not!"" 
 
 "Sire.  That Your Great Curses upon Canaan and Cush are now an extreme infection 
upon the whole of Ephraim is common knowledge of all the citizens, but not the actual source of 
those extreme infections in spite of the fact the entire Nation has been subject to and 
deteriorating under Your Great Curses since at least 1900 AD and as an opened floodgate since 
1960 A.D.  I was there in these last fifty-plus years and my warnings and right direction were 
ignored and despised by government, media, manipulators and Harlot Christian Daughters alike. 
 "Sire, as my fellow Horsemen will attest:  The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global 
Enslavement is as much political Republican as it is political Democratic as it is political 
indifference via programmed ignorance; and the entire script and score is Khazar and Ashkenazi 
KAK JEW (Khazars and Ashkenazis, Revelation 2:9 and 3:9) right down to the spaces 
between words.  Therefore, I would that You would also consider The Righteous Decree Against 
Levi and Judah and The Great Curse On Levi and Judah for they, including many of the pure 
lineage Sons of Aaron, Pharez and Zarah, are accessories to and after the fact! 
 "Sire, when you consider my request, remember though the Scepter shall not depart from 
Judah, the personal possession of that Scepter is mine:  and I intend to bestow it upon Your True 
and Righteous Akurians as a Testimony Against all the Tribes of Israel until Shiloh." 
 
 ""Horsemen, how say you? 
 ""Second Lord of War, Lord Joshua ben Joseph ben Nazaratti, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!" 
 
 ""Third Lord of War, Lord Horus, Son of Osiris, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!" 
 
 ""Fourth Lord of War, Lord Ammeliet Hammerlin, Son of Haph of Ur, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, granted!  Neither My Righteous Decree Against Levi and 
Judah nor My Great Curse On Levi and Judah shall diminish by one jot or tittle until the whole 
of true Levi and the whole of true Judah are prostrate in sack cloth and ashes at your feet:  and 
My Righteous Coffer in your hand contain the full restitution I have demanded (which includes 
the Penalties Upon The Nations, Chapter 22, Paragraphs 2810 through 3139, "The 
ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The DAMNED!").  Lo!  I shall not forgive their suppressions 
against you nor Your Holy Office, for such are Blasphemy Against My Holy Spirit of Truth; for 
which they shall burn without ceasing lest they repent in all the places where they have 
suppressed and in all the ears where they have defamed and restitution is paid in full. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, send forth and gather together that you construct a Scepter as 
that of Judah as My Great Testimony Against Judah for their abominations against all TRUTH 
and Righteousness and My Holy Law.  Of gold and platinum and silver shall you make it; 



encrusted with fine diamond and emerald; after the manner I shall show you.  And it shall be a 
symbol of My Testimony Against all Israel from their abominations against Me and My Holy 
Law; and to require Levi and Judah to purify themselves, even the Sons of Aaron and put to 
death each and every Khazar and Ashkenazi saying they are Judeans fully knowing they are not 
even the mongrels among them.  Lo!  Pure I made the Anusazi in the beginning and pure I will 
require the Anusazi in the ending; your golden Scepter shall be an everlasting evidence thereof. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, speak now to the Great Winds through the image of My Great 
Scepter that every innate know and cannot deny:  My Righteous Decree Against Levi and Judah 
and My Great Curse On Levi and Judah are now equal unto My Great Curse of Noah Upon 
Canaan and My Great Curse of The Most High Upon Cush and shall not diminish until there are 
no mongrels; nor any Sodomite of Semiramis nor any Harlot Daughter thereof; nor any 
Ishmaelite by blood or brain found alive anywhere upon the whole world.  Lo!  They repent not, 
I shall forgive not:  that, shall every innate know."" 
 
 "Sire." I complied. 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, seal up that which you have spoken until the Time of The End 
that none of the vile nor the corrupt you have condemned be aware beyond their own innate of 
that which you have commanded upon them, their fellows and all their generations unto Shiloh.  
It is enough that any should know of the 1,801 already under your Judgment against them as of 2 
Av 5769 (22 July 2009), 29 Av 5769 (19 August 2009) and 26 Elul 5769 (15 September 2009) 
of which none have repented and none have escaped. 
 ""Lord of War, Horseman El Aku?  You have ought before Me?"" 
 
 "Sire.  I also condemn each and every member of Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Council on 
Foreign Relations, Chatham House, Club of Rome, Bilderbergers and all their ilk.  I have 
diligently discerned them and found nothing of TRUTH or Righteousness anywhere.  Neither 
that which they profess nor that which they do.  They are magnanimous liars, thieves and 
wholesale murderers who practice only treason toward The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global 
Enslavement against all others.  That which they profess and present is the most vile of all lies. 
 "Sire, I have requested my brother Horsemen discern those of my selection and I will 
stand or fall on my brother Horsemen's testimony:  did I discern and judge correctly, or not?" 
 
 ""Horsemen, how say you? 
 ""Second Lord of War, Lord Joshua ben Joseph ben Nazaratti, concerning the 
discernment and judgment of Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!  As Lord El Aku found, so I found." 
 
 ""Third Lord of War, Lord Horus, Son of Osiris, concerning the discernment and 
judgment of Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire!  Yes!" 
 
 ""Fourth Lord of War, Lord Ammeliet Hammerlin, Son of Haph of Ur, concerning the 
discernment and judgment of Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, how say you?"" 



 
 "Sire!  To the detail!" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, thus it is testified by the Perfect before Me and thus shall it be 
before Me!  Whatsoever you shall pronounce upon them:  so shall it be; and there shall be no 
escape either in the world nor Eternity to come.  Spare them not!" 
 
 "Sire.  This very hour there are a great series of deprivations by government within the 
United States at all levels, from the very print of the Constitution to the privacy of the Honorable 
Citizens in their own homes and possessions to the rainfall upon them.  The number of 
legislative SCAMS to rape the Honorable Citizens of life, land, labor and capital is beyond the 
average intended victim's ability to comprehend.  Government at all levels is flush with collusion 
and there really isn't any end of any kind to the programs, projects and public thieveries on one 
hand and total interference and suppression of the Honorable Citizens on the other. 
 "Sire.  Primary Education is required and other than very suppressed home-schooling, 
teaches only the indoctrination of massive lies, ignorance and commission of abominations.  The 
knowing liars in charge of education are equal liars to those elsewhere in government and are 
deliberate parties to the destruction of life, liberty, pursuit of happiness and the Nation.  These 
crimes against the citizenry are not new and have expanded and accumulated over the decades. 
 "Sire.  The global-pretense of 'green house gases' and 'global warming' lies destroying the 
world's weather and ecology is one of the most-primary, deliberate and knowing lies.  That point 
should be obvious by selection of the 'leader' thereof:  Former United States Vice President 
Albert Arnold Gore, Jr., one of the most magnanimous liars ever to draw breath.  He and his 
wife, Mary Elizabeth Aitcheson Gore, who runs a close second and in the same League as former 
United States President William Jefferson Clinton and spouse Hillary Rodham Clinton.  Which 
of the four are the lowest slime of humanity I haven't wasted the time to discern.  But all four are 
hell-bent on destroying the United States' economic and ecologic capabilities whether by another 
layer of idiotic 'regulation' or forced hybridization of every food source in existence; knowing 
that no hybrid will breed true and genetic-modification is an eternal disaster and against Your 
Holy Law point by point. 
 "Sire, doesn't every green plant use carbon dioxide and release purified oxygen?  How 
stupid can the public be to accept the Bastards That Be who are about no other agenda than the 
Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement by any means possible?  Starvation and water 
deprivation are excellent weapons. 
 "Sire, I have proposed building power generation units at the site of mines and gas wells; 
and the Kak Jews went through the roof in damnations because THAT would eliminate the cost 
of TIME, carrier-containers and shipping from the access to the distant generators!  And since 
the units I propose would not require vast water resources, emit noxious fumes or unusable 
residue, the Kak Jews had a field day of mockery because my proposal would eliminate a great 
deal of their graft and extortion and employ a sizable and sustainable portion of the citizenry.  
The Kak Jew idiocy of 'impossible' transmission lines is pure demonic, but typical Kak Jew. 
 "Sire.  Among the known and all-denied atrocities are the airborne ChemTrails seen 
nearly every day by everybody who has the intelligence to simply look up – the skies are often 
crossed horizon to horizon.  Contrails from normal jet and piston engines do not continue that 
long and never have.  I have personally verified to my own satisfaction that the confluence of 
ChemTrails are not all consistent in content nor in intent!  I have found evidence that salt-water, 



barium, iron, aluminum, copper, petrochemical polymers, acetone, mercury, sulfur, gypsum 
chalk, bacteria and viruses including H1N1 are being dumped on the North America, United 
Kingdom and Europe with China being completely devoid of the deliberate damnation.  
Government and scientific denials, including hard evidence of snow that won't melt even when 
burned, are as rampant as hallelujah halfwits insisting on a never-did-work because he never-did-
exist 'Jesus' with virtually all media being totally and knowingly complicit. 
 "Sire.  The most heinous atrocity of and about ChemTrails is the deliberate and knowing 
process and procedure of genetic manipulation to eventually effect total extermination by race or 
genetics of those the Bastards That Be do not want to contend with.  That all Black Races are 
first on that list, Hispanics and Native Americans being second and third, with mongrels falling 
anywhere convenience or opportunity permits, is common knowledge among any and all who 
will actually examine it.  Perpetual welfare recipients, some in to eight generations, is not a valid 
excuse for wholesale extermination.  Perpetual immorality and crime are causes and justification 
for individual intervention, but slaughter for the sake of slaughter as practiced openly and 
wantonly by government at all levels is inexcusable and full justification for my proposed War of 
Restoration.  Bastards That Be be damned! 
 "Sire.  I remember well local media reports of the so-called Taos Hum that many could 
hear, some recorded and government denied.  That virtually all of it came from the Archuleta 
Mesa ExtraTerrestrial Base near Dulce, New Mexico is well documented.  Having been there 
and experienced it myself, I know that most common citizen reports were true and beyond 
question.  Remember Phillip Schneider in his repose; he was murdered for his revelations. 
 "Sire.  That Super Liar Albert Arnold Gore, Jr. and Kommrades are demon-possessed by 
Lord Lucifer himself and as many minions as he can spare, is clearly evidenced by the fact they 
spare no effort to eliminate and destroy this nation's energy production capabilities as I said 
earlier; among other atrocities.  Gas and oil wells are plugged, coal mines are forced out of 
business as those specific fuels are outlawed due to the nonexistent 'green house effect' and 
'global warming' enforcements.  The same is true of other mining operations of vital metals and 
minerals, specifically but not limited to oil and petroleum production to increase to the total 
unaffordability of commercial fuels, lubricants, petrochemicals and byproducts. 
 "And for all these filthy Bastards That Be, manipulators, conspirators, politicians, priests, 
preachers and other liars:  regardless of their public or secret collusions; I fully intend to send 
them all to Perditon without exception.  I have no greater anger at the Legislative Branch than I 
do at the Administrative Branch than I do at the Judicial Branch than I do at their manipulators.  
They are all equally putrid and corrupt.  From Loving County, Texas to Los Angeles County, 
California and through each and every Independent City there is rampant vice and corruption 
perpetrated more by government than organized crime.  And it is totally inexcusable.  I will not 
permit any of the perpetrators to escape the hottest depths of Hell. 
 "Sire, I have attempted to warn the entire world and been sacked and slacked at every 
point by Bastards That Be, most of whom are either Kak Jews, on government payroll, or both.  
If so much as one word of my presentation is in error, let it be upon me ten thousand times ten 
thousand and upon me alone. 
 "Sire, I await your orders." 
 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  the same wholesale slaughter and deprivations upon the perpetrators as 
they instigate and enforce upon the citizens!  Without warning, without trial and without 



hesitation!  The guilty will profess all manner of knowing lies, "anarchy, all manner of 
criminality and needless actions" to the point of claiming Honorable Citizen retaliation, even in 
silent protest, is an act of civil war.  The TRUTH being that all acts of violence by Honorable 
Citizens against any government abuse is a fully justified War of Restoration:  and so shall it be 
seen in My Sight!  I have watched the deliberate and knowing destruction of the Constitution of 
the United States and Bill of Rights I sent to release all Ephraim; first, in the Highest Councils of 
the Secret Lodges of the religions and churches; second, in the Highest Councils of the money 
changers (banks, public, private and governmental); and third, in the Highest Councils of law 
and politics.  None were more righteous nor more honorable than any other.  All were and 
remain of depraved mind and mercenary intent. 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  because these evils are of Lucifer and perpetrated upon the world by the 
Nephilim Anunnaki and thus through the Khazars, Ashkenazis, demonic Levites, corrupted 
Judeans and worthless Benjamin, Lucifer has set himself well.  Are not his signatures upon the 
whole? naught but lies and murders?  For Lucifer was a liar and a murderer from the beginning 
of his fall!  Therefore, law-enforced injustices, governmental and religion lies, mass-murders and 
published distortions and distractions are the signatures and the Seals of all these Damnations. 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  First, inform the Honorable Citizens as to the nature of their enemies and 
those enemies' organizations, resources, processes, procedures, logistics and tactics.  Second, 
inform the Honorable Citizens as to their own standards of organization, resources, processes, 
procedures, logistics and tactics for targeting both enemies and those enemies' organizations, 
resources, processes, procedures, logistics and tactics.  Third, inform the Honorable Citizens as 
to their own preparation, conduct before, during and following an Act of War of Restoration 
against the targeted. 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  There can be not one jot or tittle of concession from the targeted, inferred, 
promised or otherwise.  All such are entrapments.  Nothing more.  Entrapments only.  Therefore, 
inform the Honorable Citizens to know nothing, concede less; attract not any attention; and 
remember all:  that the target retaliators be selected as the next target for execution.  Keep no 
written record, remember and rehearse to remember, for all else shall be used against the 
Honorable Citizens. 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  Extermination of the perpetrators without leaving any trace as if a whisp of 
wind in the night.  Hang them from every public protrusion that every citizen and perpetrator 
know the fury and dedication of the Honorable Citizens who will not be enslaved.  Execute them 
in their offices, in their homes, in their shops, in the streets, in the alleys, in their Lodges, in their 
Temples, upon the byways and upon the highways that they have neither refuge nor safety.  Plan 
carefully:  better to abort and strike another day than suffer the unspeakable horrors that will 
follow capture at failure.  Lo!  These targeted are the vilest of living creatures; ensconced in 
every office and station of power and world authority; merciless and demonic unto the very 
essence of their being; more putrid than Sodom and more sour than Gomorrah! 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  In your required extermination of Nephilim Anunnaki, Khazars, 
Ashkenazis, demonic Levites, corrupted Judeans and worthless Benjaminites, from all offices of 
power and authority wheresoever they are ensconced in Ephraim, inform the Honorable Citizens 



they must not act on the basis or foundation of race or mongrelization, but only as affected 
citizens.  Lo!  When Accursed Canaan shall present themselves in array with the Nephilim 
Anunnaki, Khazars, Ashkenazis, demonic Levites and corrupted Judeans, then slay them as any 
other targeted servant of Lucifer; and spare them not!  Drape their bodies over the landscape that 
all may see their destruction and know more such is the full intent of the Honorable Citizens lest 
the Constitution of the United States and Bill of Rights be fully restored, and all other laws, 
statutes, regulations, court decisions and amendments thereagainst are removed from the whole 
land, the prisoners freed and full restitution for previous atrocities be immediate!  Yea!  
Accursed Canaan is as much of the vile energies toward the Grand Plan of  TOTAL Global 
Enslavement you presented years ago as any in office that succor them. 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  And your solution must include all, each and every, elected or appointed 
and all their generations and fellows, whether still in office or not, who enacted these legislations 
in knowing violation of their Oath of Office.  Yea!  They did so knowingly and with malice 
aforethought, and their crime is deceit (treason), for they acted in secret to scheme and much of 
their vote against the Constitution of the United States and Bill of Rights.  Therefore, they are of 
themselves knowing and willing servants of the Synagogue of Satan and public enemies of My 
Israel, Ephraim and Manasseh, and all the Tribes thereof.  Have they not elevated Accursed 
Canaan into the highest? knowing the Great Curses upon them as a people?  Yea!  And it is but 
pretense to deceive all who will accept their lying rhetoric.  Therefore, inform all Honorable 
Citizens to spare them not for they should be the first exterminated.  Slay them and slay them all. 
 ""First Lord of War, as you have truthfully given, there is but one solution that will 
correct the situation:  and this is the order of targeting in this War of Restoration:  First, the 
Office of Sheriff, for all, without exception, have betrayed the citizenry and their Oath of Office!  
None are pristine in My Sight!  Second, the entire Judicial Branch, each and every former and 
sitting Judge, without exception, have betrayed the citizenry and their Oath of Office!  None are 
pristine in My Sight!  No!  Not the highest (United States Supreme Court) nor any inferior.  
None.  Third, the entire Legislative Branch, including all Governors and State Legislatures, 
without exception, have betrayed the citizenry and their Oath of Office!  They are of greater 
pretense than all the Great Theatre Companies combined; pretending to give-here while they 
take-there.  The sole exception in your acquaintance being Gary Earl Johnson (former 
Governor of New Mexico).  Were he sent to the Presidency he would be executed as 
expediently as the Nephilim Anunnaki, Khazars, Ashkenazis, demonic Levites, corrupted 
Judeans, worthless Benjaminites, their manipulators and Accursed Canaanites could effect.  
Fourth, the entire Police, Prosecutions, Prisons, Pardon, Parole and Probation systems and all 
their personnel:  for they are but money and power sources of the Secret Lodges, Catholic 
Masonic Knights of Mesopotamia, Knights of Columbus, Ancient Free and Accepted Masonic 
Lodges and all the various Temples Israel.  Lo!  They are an infinite abomination in My Sight!  
Therefore, inform the citizens:  in gathering to organize and institute the restoration of the 
Constitution of the United States of America, Bill of Rights and the United States as the Ephraim 
it was intended:  accept not any of the above without exception, for they are the targeted as the 
traitors they have proven themselves to be.  Speak not even in the presence of any lest they turn 
and rend you.  Yea!  this is the order of targeting in this War of Restoration.  And know, First 
Lord of War, you are higher on the abominables' preference for destruction than they are on 
yours. 



 ""First Lord of War, by this alone shall you know and accept Victory in this War of 
Restoration:  First, the targeted will remove themselves from public office; their pretense being 
knowing damned lies; seeking to escape the aroused citizenry's penalties, of their own resources 
and not of taxes upon the populace, for all the atrocities the targeteds enforced while in power 
and authority.  Lo!  I have not given nor suggested any Statute of Limitations!  Nor will I ever!  
That restitution must be unto the victimized citizens, for they suffered the atrocities and they 
alone may pardon if they so choose.  If the targeted repent as I have demanded of them, I will 
forgive their sins and consider them pardoned at Judgment; but neither My Forgiveness nor My 
Pardon shall absolve them of the penalties for that which they have inflicted upon the citizenry, 
and the citizenry shall avenge themselves without exception and without mercy and without 
penalty before Me.  You, First Lord of War and you alone, shall stay My Hand. 
 ""First Lord of War, by this alone shall you know and accept Victory in this War of 
Restoration:  Second, the targeted will present great lies of pretended distress and their publicists 
will spread their lies as rain upon the tropics.  Before Me a lie is a lie and thus shall all this 
pretense be; lies upon lies with more laws upon more laws to protect themselves and their own 
damnations. 
 ""First Lord of War, by this alone shall you know and accept Victory in this War of 
Restoration:  Third, be prepared for as much government intrusion and deprivation as the 
manpower thereof can enforce; and resist them at every point!  Should any police or military, 
active or reserve, be sent to 'restore' or any other pretense against the citizenry:  they have then 
and there become enemy of the people and should be targeted as the vile and corrupt of 
government who sent them!  Spare them not!  For in the same instant they are spared they shall 
rend the innocent and the righteous. 
 ""First Lord of War, by this alone shall you know and accept Victory in this War of 
Restoration:  Fourth, observe all the publishings:  for they shall be as the din and clatter of 
heathen in rampage; and as vile for their knowing lies and disinformation.  Know their every 
word and every jot and tittle are but a compounding of the atrocities to entrap and enslave all the 
gullible, fools and cowards who deserve My Wrath, although the pretense will be as to approval 
of even the most violent episodes in this Great War of Restoration!  But such are knowing liars 
and infinite comrades-in-arms of all the other targeted, therefore trust them not!  Inform the 
Honorable Citizens to target also any who publish not the whole TRUTH and the causes and 
reasons thereof.  Excuse them not for their years of treason and socialism!  By these actions of 
the targeted shall the Honorable Citizens know the true effect of their efforts in this Great War of 
Restoration:  and the Honorable Citizens shall accept no other inference and shall avenge 
themselves upon all who have portrayed this Great War of Restoration as a Civil War! 
 ""First Lord of War, when you see these things come to pass:  public display of the 
executed targeted; public execution of the targeted; abandonment of offices and positions of the 
targeted; ranting and raving of the targeted denying with much ado the lies and knowing 
deceptions published in every mansion, in every sewer, in every gate and every public place; 
corrupt police, prosecutors and judges dead in the streets as carrion for the vultures; rooftops 
draped with the intestines of the Deluded and the Damned and all their seed; abolishment of all 
laws save the Constitution of the United States and Bill of Rights at all levels of government; 
there will again be peace and safety across the Nation, TRUTH, freedom of life, liberty, 
knowledge, wisdom and pursuit of happiness devoid of all tyranny of government.  And 
everywhere in the land comfort and good tidings:  for My Holy Law will be the supreme 
guidance, and obedience to My Holy Law always accords great blessings. 



 ""Horsemen!  Then shall all the world fear, for as they destroy themselves they shall not 
come near any United States citizen, nor cry unto them for rescue from the abominations they 
have brought upon their own heads. 
 ""Horsemen!  Then shall all Manasseh attempt to become as Ephraim; and restrict royal 
rule as they devastate all socialisms from among the populace.  And then shall water, food, beer 
and wine be again fit to consume:  for all hybrids, genetically and chemically altered of plant and 
livestock shall have been removed and all advocates thereof shall lay dead and destroyed:  put to 
death for their abominations. 
 ""Horsemen!  Then shall there be no more the psychopath Sons of Ishmael (Islam) nor 
the demons thereof found alive anywhere upon the whole world:  for they are as Accursed 
Canaan, more putrid than Sodom and more sour than Gomorrah! 
 ""Horsemen!  Then shall all Israel arise from the Nations and again be My People.  Lo!  
The remnant of Japheth shall serve Me, the heathen shall admire and copy at their distance and 
there shall be no more Accursed Canaan nor any mongrels thereof found anywhere before My 
Throne nor anywhere in all My Dominions. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Son of My Great Pleasure:  be aware and understand, that 
should the Honorable Citizens of Ephraim fail in any of that which you shall inform them:  
infinite failure shall consume them and the world will die at the hand of Lucifer; the Nephilim 
Anunnaki through the Khazars, Ashkenazis shall behead the demonic Levites, corrupted Judeans, 
worthless Benjaminites and all those in high office who have assisted him against all the citizens.  
Nay!, they shall not consume that which they have stored nor command any they shall have 
helped to enslave.  Lo!  Those in high office shall die in secret because they are knowing and 
aware of the many stockpiles, equipment, facilities, chambers and wherewithal of the Nephilim 
Anunnaki and the Khazars and Ashkenazis.  Yea!, demonic Levites and corrupted Judeans shall 
Die the Death that they reveal not anything to the enslaved in the many camps and chambers.  
Lo!  Many thousands of guillotines await shipment to the Houses of Horror throughout all the 
Tribes of Israel! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Son of My Great Honor:  know that such failure shall not be 
accounted upon you nor any who learn the TRUTH you teach and obey your orders even as My 
Holy Law:  but shall be without mercy or exception upon the slaggards, self-important and those 
who profess Me with their mouth knowing their heart is far from Me.  I have trained you for this 
long and harsh endeavor and you have accomplished it unto this time; and those who heed your 
instruction shall yet witness the horrors to come, but shall prevail unto Shiloh.  Woe to all that 
shall not have My Holy Mark upon them:  for the Days of Holocaust and Years of Tribulation 
shall be merciless that men shall call upon the mountains to fall upon them and they shall seek 
death and death shall flee from them until their punishment for their iniquity is fulfilled; then hell 
awaits them.  Lo!  These are the Last Days of Repentance and the final hours wherein Ephraim 
may come out of Canaan even as My Few of Cush. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of My Infallible Knowledge:  It has come before Me that you teach 
and practice that which many deem as demonic, witchcraft and reveal forbidden arts.  I see no 
such colors in you.  What is this you teach and practice?  Yea!  What is this you do with all 
manner of forces, energies, entities and essences among those of My Holy Mark in their 
foreheads, even those of My Great Testimony and those who are Seekers of Truth before Me?"" 
 
 "Sire.  I teach and rehearse that which You taught me over the many ages.  Nothing more 
and nothing less.  I teach my disciples and students the Arts of All the Planes of Heaven:  which 



those I term 'hallelujah halfwits' constantly talk about and cannot enter.  I perform and teach the 
Arts of the Depths of Hell:  which the aforementioned and all the deceived and closed-minded, 
politicians, bureaucrats, manipulators, priests, preachers and other liars are destined for all 
eternity in full accordance with Your Holy Law.  I personally take each disciple and student into 
the higher conscious level of knowing these Great True and Righteous processes and procedures 
and correct them as they grow in Your TRUTH and True Spiritual Knowledge.  YES!  I teach 
those under my charge the Arts of War as required to prepare against and engage against all the 
manifestations of the Synagogue of Satan. 
 "Sire!  Of that I am guilty.  Of that I also make no apology.  Not to You, not to anyone 
else.  I do not apologize for doing my duty as ordered by You." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of My Infallible Knowledge:  I see neither disobedience nor demonic 
deception anywhere within you.  Declare before Me the Powers of True Righteousness you 
present to all those under your hand that I may Judge for now and foreverlasting."" 
 
 "Sire.  The list is long and somewhat tedious.  Cleaning one's cognizance (mental 
recognition) and virtue is the hardest part. 
 "My initial caution to all is to learn to consider clearly and without any previous 
teachings, beliefs or programming whatsoever:  as TRUTH will show all of it to be deliberate 
and knowing damned lies from their original sources, be it parents and family relatives who are 
also deceived, churches, religions, government and manipulators publishings, books, radio and 
television programs, stage plays and motion pictures.  Neither TRUTH nor Sacred FirePower 
will work or continue under such conditions and delusions and always produce a disaster if 
attempted. 
 "I make known as appropriate that I have no academics other than honorary and that all 
my earlier training and licenses have long expired.  Yet, I have Knowledges that work every time 
for everybody who properly prepares and performs them in exacting order.  Those Knowledges 
are mostly of how to do the impossible and the practices of their perfection.  That many take a 
great deal of practice and rehearsal does not detract from their actual capability. 
 "Primarily I teach how to detect energies, both spiritual and natural, and how to discern 
which is which. 
 "Words of themselves are devoid of power.  The forces, energies and processes of True 
and Righteous Spirit are exacting, as all other exacting sciences and will not act of themselves 
nor deviate without TRUTH and proper application.  Unlike the Safed (clever lies of Lucifer), 
my instruction works if performed exactly as given by the True and Righteous. 
 "Initially, I have shown Seekers of Truth the process of dissolving a cloud, stopping a 
clock, creating or eliminating storms and weather patterns.  Since that Knowledge gives power 
without understanding or wisdom for its proper use, I have set it such that I can revoke its 
abilities that the process will not work for those I judge to be in any manner unworthy or one not 
to be trusted implicitly.  I simply shut it down from its natural process and once shut down I will 
never restore the ability.  Should I judge incorrectly or unrighteously, be it upon me even if in 
ignorance due to facts not in my information.  To date there haven't been any such instances or 
You would have corrected me. 
 "Once an Akurian gets experienced in the detection of energies, we move them on to 
making Belly Balls and Bodies of Light.  How to make them, control them, multiply their power, 
and use them in all manner of spiritual endeavors and as expendables in our War against the 



Nephilim Anunnaki and War of Restoration of the Constitution, Bill of Rights and the Nation.
 "How to gather and throw energies of any nature at any target regardless of its location 
and achieve any results we want.  The Bastards That Be cannot escape our wrath nor hide their 
treasons and national damnations.  In spite of current media lies and distortions the facts of our 
TRUTH are available for all to see and understand. 
 "How to get UP IN THE SPIRIT into the Planes of Heaven or down into the Depths of 
Hell – with the exception of Perditon – consciously venture into the sun and moon or any 
location we find appropriate for the current situation. 
 "How to detect, discern, contact and communicate with Spirit Entities whether Spiritual, 
ExtraTerrestrial, living or dead human.  Gaius Julius Caesar is a favorite and still screaming to be 
permitted to "go back and tell the others" as with all those in hell where they belong. 
 "How to discern the past, present and future and know the TRUTH and sources and 
causes of any and all events.  Prophecy is possible to anybody who will take the time to properly 
prepare and properly practice because it is better to KNOW than 'believe' like so many of the 
Deluded and the Damned. 
 "How to make and maintain a Full Body Super Sense and how to use it properly to avoid 
any and all demonisms. 
 "How to bind and loosen in all the Realms of Creation:  Earth, Planes of Heaven, Depths 
of Hell, High Realms, distant space and all places in between that most do not even know exist. 
 "How to detect and manipulate neutrinos and other energy and mass whether it be solid 
Earth, Dark Energy or Dark Matter or Essences of the Realms. 
 "How to read minds by knowing which thoughts are actually one's own to the point of 
accurately determining whose thoughts are being read. 
 "How to invoke in such manner as to direct Spirit Entities both Righteous and Demonic 
as necessity requires, including Seven Swords, The Angel Standing in the Sun and other such 
Commandrys. 
 "How to make, direct and install Sun Links, Moon Links, Sun and Moon Spirits; Moon 
Goons being a favorite. 
 "Once acclimated to the practices we use in our BLAST sessions, I make it a matter of 
routine that all True and Righteous can and should use these FirePowers to protect themselves, 
secure accurate information regardless of where it's located, and to apply the forces and energies 
as they find necessary. 
 "During our BLASTS we choose targets at our leisure, then STRIKE AS A TEAM!  Our 
success rate is beyond comprehension of most outsiders, and we document them as time and 
energies permit.  We DO target governments of all nations, primarily our own United States, 
from top to bottom regardless of jurisdiction or bureaucracy, courts and all.  We are sparing only 
U.S. Military for the time being.  If our military should ever turn against the citizens-at-large, 
even in singular situations, we will strike them as the traitors they have proven themselves to be, 
considering them to be violators of their Oath of Office regardless of the source of their orders. 
 "I have established The Grand Council of Gnostics, defined their Powers and Authorities 
both True and Righteous and as will become necessary for our defense and protection as the 
Synagogue of Satan consumes the whole world and all the fools who will not resist it. 
 "I have set forth the True and Righteous Powers and Authorities for The Grand Council 
of Gnostics to continue until Shiloh; to preserve Your Holy Law and encourage all who will to 
become Personal Proven Knowers of Your Great Testimony that they receive Your Holy Mark in 
their foreheads as our current few have already done. 



 "I have established a Full Refuge, Ak-1, as ordered; the installation going REFUGE in 
1976 AD right under the noses of the high and mighty Bastards That Be.  Ak-1 will await the end 
of Holocaust and Tribulation and will emerge with usable technologies to assist survivors.  
Unlike the current crop of Bastards That Be who will be exterminated prior to any entrance into 
the many underground chambers as reward for their 'service' to the Synagogue of Satan, Ak-1 is 
fully prepared, trained, experienced, fortified, provisioned, equipped and ready for not less than 
ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY FIVE (125) YEARS of encampment.  Defense, medical, 
communications and educational systems are intact and perpetual, instructing unchanged Holy 
Law, all the technologies, sciences, arts and true histories and maintenance that nothing be lost to 
subsequent generations. 
 "That which I teach is neither hidden nor suppressed from the True and Righteous; but 
only by the Temples of the Damned from the ignorant and the doomed. 
 "This and more have I taught and accomplished among the Akurians.  I will continue for 
howsoever long I am able.  I make no apologies nor do I accept any credit.  I have done what I 
have done to accomplish and carry out my orders.  Nothing more. 
 "Sire!" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of My Infallible Knowledge:  I see neither disobedience nor demonic 
deception anywhere within you.  That which you do and have done in My Name, ALIHA ASUR 
HIGH, I approve:  for there is neither fault nor error therein.  That many will die in their sins and 
in their ignorance because they will not hear nor heed your very accurate information, their 
destruction in the Earth and in Eternity is upon their own heads; and shall be accounted upon the 
heads of all those thereof ! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of My Infallible Knowledge:  it is in your hand and full authority to 
call forth and command the many mysteries, spirits, entities and energies of the sun, moon, stars 
and manifestations wherever they exist in My Creation.  Moon Goons!  Such a perfect name to 
describe them, for they are singular and very powerful and return to their creator rather than the 
moon of which they are formulated.  Cast vast hosts (armies) of them upon the Nefilim 
Anunnaki and all their followers and fellows wheresoever you find them:  and spare not! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of My Infallible Knowledge:  I have delivered in every generation 
through My 175 Anointed and Elect Ones all I have promised.  You are the 175th and last of My 
Promised Deliverers.  Therefore, the once-holy Tribe of Levi, polluted Judah and worthless 
Benjamin, Khazaria, Ashkenazi, That Great Sodomite Harlot of Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome 
and Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters, the despicable Sons of Ishmael and the few of 
Hindu shall die with the Hordes and will I not number the slain. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of My Infallible Knowledge:  from this hour whosoever shall turn a 
deaf ear to you and yours, even as they have My Holy Law, I shall turn My Deaf Ear to all their 
whinings and supplications!  Lo!  I shall hear them not!  Lo!  I shall heed them not!  Lo!  I shall 
consider them not!  Neither shall I be of any source other than My Unquenchable Wrath unto 
them.  They have discarded Me, they have discarded My Holy Law and they have discarded each 
and every one of My Promised Anointeds and Elect Ones and all their True and Righteous 
Disciples!  Therefore, I now and forever discard them without exception into the Horrors to 
Come:  The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement, Holocaust and Tribulation and the End 
of Civilization upon the whole world where all governments now hold authority! 



 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Son of Fire:  by the Thousand (colloquial term) Stars in your 
Crown, I now abandon the whole world to its worthless preferences save those True and 
Righteous under your wings. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of My Infallible Knowledge:  by the Thousand Stars in your Crown, 
from this hour and unto Shiloh I sit you between the feet of My King David (Dahuduh) and 
remove My Authority of all others (Elizabeth II Alexandra Mary Windsor-Schleswig-
Holstein-Sonderburg-Glücksburg and the Royal Lineage)!  They shall rule no more in My 
Name for they have polluted and desecrated My Holy Law.  Nay!  Neither they nor any of the 
Royal Houses (including Europe and Asia) for they are become an abomination and vile seed 
in My Sight; and you shall Rule in My Stead unto Shiloh.  And I will not pardon any that shall 
gainsay My Decision nor any who shall resist My Holy Establishment upon My Throne of David 
over all Israel!  Are you not also of the Royal Lineage?  Yea!  Of both father and mother.  And 
the only Holy One of True Lineage in all Israel! 
 ""Righteous and True Son of David, you are now Supreme Lord of all High Lords and 
My Seed to sit between the feet of My Servant David as King of All Israel!  I have established it!  
Whosoever shall violate My Establishment shall die the death with their own sin upon their own 
head!  Yea!  They and all their fellows with them and all their seed of generations after them! 
 ""El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, My Righteous King of Israel, Son of David, Son of Fire, 
because of your immaculate service unto Me, I have established you in all the Planes of Heaven, 
in all the Earths beneath all the Planes of Heaven, in all the Depths of Hell beneath all the Earths 
and in all the Realms of Creation; and upon the whole world you shall sit between the feet upon 
the Throne of David and Rule over all Israel! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak to 
the Sun, the Moon, the Stars, all Creation near and distant and all the inhabitants thereof:  and 
they shall hear you and the wise shall be about obedience.  False and lying spirits flee from you 
for they cannot endure TRUTH nor the Spirit of Truth.  Lo!  Are not those in high office, 
government, religion, money changers, industry, media, commerce and power offended that you 
exist among them?  Are not their Demons infuriated and terrified because they know that at your 
hand their time is short?  Yea!  But you My First Lord of War and My Beloved Horsemen are 
only the beginning of their Eternal horrors and never-ending agonies! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
unto the Great Elements and I will not stay them from doing whatsoever you shall require of 
them! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
unto Great Akasha and I shall not stay Akasha from making room for whatsoever you cause to 
exist! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
unto the Great East Wind Apelotes and Servant Wind Eurea and I shall direct whatsoever 
movement you shall cause to exist. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak to 
the First Quarter of Air and I shall make motion manifest as you shall cause to exist. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
unto the Great South Wind Notae and Servant Wind Lipae and I shall direct whatsoever 
expansion you shall cause to exist. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak to 
the Second Quarter of Fire and I shall make multiplication manifest as you shall cause to exist. 



 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
unto the Great West Wind Zephyros and Servant Wind Skiron and I shall direct whatsoever 
control you shall cause to exist. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak to 
the Third Quarter of Water and I shall make absolute control manifest as you shall cause to exist. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
unto the Great North Wind Boreas and Servant Wind Kaikias and I shall direct whatsoever 
manifestation you shall cause to exist. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak to 
the Fourth Quarter of Earth and I shall make creation manifest as you shall cause to exist. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak to 
Creation and Creation shall obey in all the Planes of Heaven, in all the Earths beneath the Planes 
of Heaven, in all the Depths of Hell beneath all the Earths and in all the Realms of Creation; and 
you shall bless or curse as you so desire! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  this hour 
do I command all My Great Hosts to hear and obey all you shall require of them that none in all 
the Planes of Heaven, in all the Earths beneath the Planes of Heaven, in all the Depths of Hell 
beneath all the Earths escape that which you shall adjudicate upon them:  be it the sweetest of 
blessings or the uttermost horrors of curses and damnations. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  this hour 
do I command the Great Seraphim of My Very Presence:  Seraphim Amatraelonael (AM-AT-
RA-EL-ONA-EL, Metatron), Seraphim Seraphiel (SER-AF-E-EL), Seraphim Jehoel (YE-
HO-EL), Seraphim Kemuel (KEM-U-EL), Seraphim Nethanael (NE-THAN-A-EL), Seraphim 
Ophaniel (OFF-AN-E-EL), Seraphim Zophiel (ZOF-E-EL) to have Charge over you and all 
you shall cause to exist and to deliver thereof upon whom/whatsoever that of all the wise and 
prudent you be more feared than Lucifer and all his minions. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  because 
you serve Me in all My Exacting Requirements and not in the precepts of men, this hour do I 
command the Great Warriors:  Archangel Raphael (RAF-A-EL), Archangel Michael (MI-KAL), 
Archangel Gabriel (GAB-RA-EL), Archangel Remiel (RE-MI-EL), Archangel Raguel (RA-U-
EL), Archangel Zerachiel (ZER-AK-E-EL) and Archangel Uriel (UR-E-EL), to attack any and 
all who shall be against you and your administration of My Holy Law!  To spare not unto all the 
generations unto Shiloh! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
against any name and that entity shall die the death and burn forever!  Endow My Proven 
Knowers and they shall speak against any name and that entity shall in no wise escape unto 
Shiloh.  Yea!  All whomsoever you shall speak against shall have brought My Wrath upon all 
their Ancestors unto Utnapishtim and all their Generations after them unto Shiloh! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
against any construction and that construction shall not stand, but be dissolved in its desecration 
even as the Tower of Babylon, rubble that is but a remembrance of former glory that shall never 
return!  Endow My Proven Knowers and they shall speak against any construction and that 
construction shall in no wise remain unto Shiloh.  Yea!  All whatsoever you shall speak against 
shall have brought My Wrath upon its inhabitant Ancestors unto Utnapishtim and all its trash 
after them unto Shiloh! 



 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
against any establishment and that establishment shall not escape, but be destroyed in its own 
signature even as the draught in the streets is forgotten on the morrow!  Endow My Proven 
Knowers and they shall speak against any establishment and that establishment shall in no wise 
remain unto Shiloh.  Yea!  All whatsoever you shall speak against shall have brought My Wrath 
upon its employees and their Ancestors unto Utnapishtim and all its efforts and treasons unto 
Shiloh! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak 
against any office for the conduct thereof and neither that office nor occupant thereof shall 
escape My Wrath unto the Depth of Perditon!  Lo!  Are not all the offices of government, 
stations of religions, establishments of science, institutions of education and all the halls of 
justice vile and corrupt to the full measure thereof?  Yea!  And at your desire I shall abolish them 
from before My Face forever and they shall never emerge from Perditon!  Endow My Proven 
Knowers and they shall speak against any office for the conduct thereof and neither that office 
nor occupant thereof shall in no wise remain unto Shiloh.  Yea!  All whatsoever you shall speak 
against shall have brought My Wrath upon its employees and their Ancestors unto Utnapishtim 
and all its efforts and treasons unto Shiloh! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  Speak a 
blessing upon any and I shall deliver it unto Shiloh!  Endow My Proven Knowers that they bless 
themselves and each other and I shall deliver them unto Shiloh!  Lo!  That which you have given 
My Beloved Akurians is greater than all Anointeds before you have given unto their Disciples; 
and shall remain unto Shiloh. 
 
[INSERT:  All the above are NOT performed personally by The Most High but by His 
Exacting processes and procedures.  He will not permit any deviation by anybody nor any 
interference we do not create ourselves.  He will not only protect the righteous, He will 
destroy the wicked and evil as we, the Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony rightly 
judge and accurately perform our part of our duties.  And THAT is very comforting.] 
 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  have you 
not taught that all My Creations are exacting even as My Holy Law?  Yea!  Can any just speak or 
whine, wave wands, formulate rituals, shake capes, burn candles, smoke incense, mumble 
obnoxious words and achieve anything but waste and failure?  Nay!  They cannot for they are 
not of Me and Mine do not perform such!  Yea!  As you teach, My Holy Law is exacting and all 
My True and Righteous processes are exacting, and I will not change for anyone at any time for 
any reason.  Neither shall I alter or recall My Commissions upon you, for they are unto Shiloh 
and beyond. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  
BEHOLD!  This I have commanded upon you is yours and yours alone:  knowing your 
dedication unto Me you shall endow all these TRUTHs, Powers and Authorities upon all who 
will become of My Great Testimony; and those who sit in the seats of My Grand Council of 
Gnostics shall administer thereof unto Shiloh.  Lo!  They are not of your Royal Lineage and may 
not pass that which is Mine to their seed nor generations after them:  for in That Day I will send 
the True Seed of David to sit on the Throne of Israel.  Though My Grand Council of Gnostics 
may be the Chiefs of My Great Testimony unto Shiloh, none shall inherit else but TRUTH and 
True and Righteous Knowledge, Power and Authority before Me, they shall not inherit My 



Sacred Throne of David, Kingship over all Israel.  Lo!  Are not the seats of My Grand Council of 
Gnostics by earned service and cannot be passed by inheritance?  Lo!  Are not the seats of My 
Grand Council of Gnostics reserved for the Proven and the Faithful? and yet the Chief Seat 
thereof may not be filled but by an Israelite pure in their generations:  and neither mongrel nor 
racemixer nor homosexual shall sit thereupon lest the whole of the Grand Council expire before 
Shiloh?  Lo!  I am exacting and I change not! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  you have 
ought before Me?"" 
 
 "Sire.  I accept and assume command and await your orders! 
 "Sire.  That there never be any doubt or question:  I do not want, I will not seek and I will 
not serve in any office, local, national or global other than My Holy Office of Anointed Witness 
of This Generation of Fire!  Further, I will not answer to anyone other than You and You alone, 
for anything at any time for any reason.  Nor will I concede even one comma of My Divine 
Authority!  My only violation of Your Orders is that I have always refused to live on the 
financial resources of this Holy Order.  I was ordered to this office by earned right of due 
experience and true service.  This office and all its liabilities and responsibilities I accept gladly 
and without reservation.  For those who prefer their own programmed delusions, I have this:  
There is Your Testimony of The Most High to them personally to any and all who will properly 
prepare and present themselves.  And I am the only living Anusazi upon the whole world of 
whom You clearly specify Your Great Commission and Authority in This Generation of Fire!  
That I am the last Anointed until Shiloh is a problem for the whole world, but not for me. 
 "Sire.  It is my determination that the Royal Houses should continue in their charade to 
pile hot coals upon their own heads!  Let them sit in the seats and upon the thrones and be 
glorified at every crossways flatulence, it is nothing to me.  Their great power and great wealth 
are the chains that bind them to Your Eternal Damnation, and I could not be more satisfied with 
that situation. 
 "Sire.  When and if any of the Royal Houses repent before me – as required by You – I 
will, as required by You consider it; but I will not be bound by anyone at anytime for any reason.  
And any deception, even by omission to attempt to manipulate me, will be dealt with 
accordingly. 
 "Sire.  I have the Powers of Your Discernment and I will use them to judge the Great 
Testimonies as TRUTH and Righteousness require.  I am also a man capable of great anger:  and 
as ruthless and merciless as those under my judgment.  I did not start this War but I damned well 
intend to finish it, by whatever means prove necessary.  That there be no mistake:  those who 
shall come to me of the Royal Houses, religions or governments at any level and are not fully 
tithed to me and mine as required by Your Holy Law shall then and there be adjudicated 
unworthy:  and shall then and there be adjudicated as I and I alone determine regardless of 
petition.  You, and You alone may correct me. 
 "Sire.  As minor as it is in Creation and Your Great Scheme of all Things, there are many 
atrocities of and by governments and religions committed in open defiance of the very Law those 
perpetrators have sworn to uphold.  Their collusions and defiance of TRUTH, Justice and Honor 
are open and rampant.  Each office of corrupted power and authority exists only to protect all 
other offices of corrupted power and authority:  and I intend to destroy both the offices and the 
occupants.  Exactly as I did the Masonic Lodge at the Indiana State Fairgrounds Coliseum, 
Indianapolis, 31 October 1963 (13 Cheshvan 5824), killing SEVENTY FOUR (74) and injuring 



THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE (385):  except with a lot more violence, in a lot more 
places, a lot more dead and a lot more injured to carry THE MESSAGE to the survivors and 
replacements!  Nothing else worked then, nothing else works today and nothing else will work in 
all the tomorrows. 
 "I do not target any innocent, but there are no innocents on government or church payroll.  
Those who have appointed themselves above the Law or in any manner have violated the 
Constitution or Bill of Rights against any citizen, starting anywhere in the chain of command, I 
intend to exterminate, including all their generations and fellows and cast them into hell as is my 
Power and Authority. 
 "I have set forth advice to all True and Righteous Citizens to become Citizen Restorers 
and engage themselves in this War of Restoration.  Just as nothing else accomplished a damned 
thing on my behalf with respect to the deliberate and knowing railroading I was subjected to in 
Wayne County Superior Court under Judge Gustave H. Hoelscher, a HUGE dead and body-
count got and kept their attention.  It still has their attention.  That I inflicted his high-and-mighty 
Judge Gustave H. Hoelscher with cancer that he die an agonizing death did not prevent me from 
burning him in hell where he remains.  REPEAT:  Nothing else worked then, nothing else will 
work now and nothing else will work in all the tomorrows until Shiloh. 
 "At the risk of repeating myself, should any military, including local reserves, state 
government militia and national guard, regardless of orders, show themselves in any support or 
defense of out-of-control or repressive government they shall be then and there considered 
Enemies of the Citizenry and dealt with as such.  In spite of their massive firepower, training, 
equipment and communications they can be taken down, one at a time if necessary.  Whether 
they fire on the Citizenry or get fired on by the Citizenry is their decision and any and all deaths 
and injuries will be accounted upon their own heads regardless of military orders. 
 "Sire, that all Creation should know:  I did not start or instigate this War of Restoration, I 
inherited it.  And for the same record, I damned well intend to win and finish it.  This War of 
Restoration is not a civil war by any consideration, nor is it a rebellion to establish any other 
form of government than that accorded by the Constitution of the United States of America and 
Bill of Rights.  Please inform each and every innate in Your Creation that any inference to the 
contrary is a deliberate and knowing damned lie regardless of its source. 
 "Sire.  That there be no misunderstanding, this War of Restoration is not limited to the 
United States – where it is the immediate primary consideration.  This War of Restoration within 
the United States is but one front of the engagement against The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global 
Enslavement.  That I can and will and have exterminated enemies virtually everywhere within 
this Solar System, including Nephilim Anunnaki on and in the moon and their excursion 
equipment, should be adequate warning to all upon this world that I am not limited as they are 
limited, and there isn't any place of refuge should I, or any of mine, determine to strike. 
 "Sire.  Now with Your Wrath assured, my pronouncements and judgments are something 
to be considered beyond anything previous.  In infinite obedience to Your Command:  I will not 
spare and I will slay them all; and in infinite exercise of My True and Righteous Power and 
Authority, after I have slain I will also cast each and every one into Hell where they belong. 
 "Sire. I expect them to use that Great Knowledge against any and all I instructed the 
Akurians in the Processes and Powers of Light, 10 May 1988 (23 Iyyar 5748) and retrieved it 
from the archives and presented it again 13 November 2013 (10 Kislev 5774) that ignorance of 
and about the Processes and Powers of Light among the Akurians should not exist.  l have 
ordered all Akurians to discern and judge all enemies, foreign and domestic, and once discerned 



to bless or curse appropriately.  I expect them to target at the slightest insult, and sucking up is an 
insult, and strike at the slightest intrusion.  I expect them to leave a situation of agony, death and 
destruction upon each and every violator of which the Akurians alone shall be the sole judge.  
You will protect the Righteous but all the rest are subject to My Sentence upon them and My 
Judgment against them.  As with all wars, collateral damage is inevitable; and those who wish 
not to be collateral damage should neither be a part nor a fellow nor in the presence of any 
targeted, for I will not guarantee their safety.  And should they be injured as collateral damage 
they will have identified themselves as justifiable targets; and if they die as collateral damage I 
will burn them in the same fire pit as the targeted. 
 "Sire.  I dread the coming slaughter, but unless we, the Honorable Citizens strike first and 
often we will be the stricken, and our dead and destroyed bodies will grace the landscape without 
justice or governmental concern.  When those on government payroll see their hanged fellows 
swaying in the wind or rotting in the streets and highways, THEN and only then will these 
atrocities stop for a season. 
 "Sire.  Is there more You would have of me?" 
 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  well you 
have judged the abominables, and your petition is now at the farthest reaches that all who will 
know this TRUTH may of themselves know this TRUTH!  And this TRUTH shall be verified 
unto each and every one unto whom is My Great Testimony unto forever. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  you have 
taught My Beloved Akurians well.  I would that they should learn as proficiently. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  a hanged 
one is an abomination unto Me, therefore hang the offenders from every limb, every protrusion, 
every overhang in every public place that the vile and corrupt cannot hide this Justice upon them 
from the victim-citizens of the land, nor suppress the evidence thereof.  Slay as is necessary and 
leave the carcasses to the vultures rather than be detained; but as opportunity exists spare not to 
show My Justice to the whole world.  Are not the dead of fire (explosives, shot) as dead as the 
strangled (hanged) or the decapitated? 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  because 
you require it of Me I will protect the Righteous.  The Truly Righteous.  Who obey My Holy 
Law.  Who learn at the feet of My Chosen Ones among them.  Who deliver My Holy Due into 
My True and Righteous hand:  and not to the vile, the corrupt, the putrid and demonic.  Though 
death claim them they shall not endure hell but shall see it even as the Heavens above all the 
Earths. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  and 
these are the abominables:  Levi, Judah, Khazaria, Ashkenazi, That Great Sodomite Harlot of 
Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters (christians of any 
stripe or doctrine), Sons of Ishmael (all Islam), the Hindu and all minor Satanists.  Counted 
among these are all the unjust, vile and corrupt of all Ephraim (United States, territories and 
protectorates) and all Manasseh (United Kingdom), the manipulators and their established 
controllers, the enslavers, the liars (media), the enforcers (police, courts) and all who surrender 
thereto.  Is not the Great Capitol (White House, Congress and the Supreme Court) corrupted 
at the pinnacle with the Great Curse of Utnapishtim Noah) upon the whole of them and thus 
upon the whole of the Nation?  Shall I then except Ephraim for this abomination in My Sight?  
Nay!  I have brought that Great Curse and My Own Great Curse of The Most High Upon Cush 



upon the whole of Ephraim even as I have upon all who have preferred Canaan and Cush to Me 
and upon all who have preferred Ishmael (Europe who imported Arabs to 'educate' them and 
now they are an abomination in every ghetto) to me! 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  I will 
protect the Righteous, but upon the abominables and all who abide them I will multiply the 
agonies and exterminations that My True and Righteous be not offended in Me as I am of the 
abominables.  Lo!  If there be ought of discomfort, discord, division, disdain, deprivation, 
disease, destruction, accident, poverty, pestilence, plague, betrayal, failure, breakdown or 
abandonment anywhere among the abominables:  it shall be Evidence of My Testimony that I 
have heard the Judgments of My Beloved Akurians, My Obedient Ones, and I have delivered 
their Judgments even into the secret places of the Damned. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  you have 
ought before Me?"" 
 
 "Sire.  That myself and my brother Horsemen, all THREE THOUSAND SIX 
HUNDRED (3,600) of us across Creation be present and accessible in That Day of Horrors upon 
the world!  That this is the center-point of Lucifer's choosing should not deprive the True and 
Righteous of this Elite and Noble Order direct involvement for which we have all trained so 
diligently." 
 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  your 
Battle Plan is well founded; My Multitude of Horsemen appearing hither and yon at their best 
accomplished determination, being everywhere only Four could not of themselves be!  Yea!  
Even the most vile and infinitely corrupt of the Deluded and the Damned will suppose such 
intrusions to be of only the Dedicated Four; and the presence of so many Horsemen appearances 
will deprive all the false ones (religious and government leaders) of even the pretense of 
having any of My Authority. 
 ""Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son of Fire:  shall I 
set you in command over that Mighty Company?"" 
 
 "Sire, Horseman Immanuel would be a more appropriate choice as this is actually His 
own personal property." 
 
 ""Lord Immanuel, how say you?"" 
 
 "Sire, in War who is the most senior?  Who is the most experienced?  Who is the most 
qualified?  Who is the most dedicated?  Who is the most dependable?" 
 
 ""Horsemen:  in all My Creation only the Great Seraphim of My Presence are more 
senior, experienced, qualified, dedicated and dependable.  Only My Great Seraphim.  There 
cannot be a divided command lest the division create total failure.  There are NINE HUNDRED 
Commands among the Creation Horsemen well versed in war. 
 ""Horsemen of This Great Presence, shall I assign Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR 
HIGH to be Chief among you and Supreme Commander of this War of Restoration upon the 
whole world? 
 ""Horsemen, how say you?"" 



 
 A thunderous "YEA!" roared from the gathering! 
 
 ""Opposed?"" 
 
 The silence was absolute. 
 
 ""Horsemen of This Great Presence, though I need not your advice, I have your approval.  
It is established in all the Heavens, in all the Earths beneath all the Heavens and in all the Depths 
beneath all the Earths:  My Lord King of Israel El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Son of David, Son 
of Fire is My Supreme War Commander unto Shiloh. 
 
 "Sire, I do not harbor sympathy for those who have made themselves Your Enemy!  
Against this Troop the Great Main Gates of Hell are as dry grass aflame in the wind.  Know for a 
certainty I will not restrain them!  I know and have trained and served with each and every one 
of them and many of their Command Officers and Personnel.  There is not a substandard among 
them.  None.  Lucifer could not have accumulated a worse enemy this side of the Great Veil.  
Lucifer wants war and this Troop will give it to him in full measure, shaken down and 
overflowing. 
 "Sire, I did not expect this support nor did I think it needed, but it is a grand display and I 
will not refuse it nor expend it unwisely.  These are the Absolutes of all Warfare as their many 
past destructions attest.  Though we are small and elite units, our firepower is equal to any 
Lucifer can field and our expertise is superior. 
 "Sire, I am overwhelmed.  With surprise and gratitude." 
 
 ""Horsemen of This Great Presence:  restore My Holy Law; return My Israel; resurrect 
TRUTH and Justice.  Go forth in all Power and Authority to bless or to curse as you shall deem 
right and just.  Set all the Deluded and the Damned to suffer their own consequences.  Spare not!  
Slay them and slay them all!"" 
 
Horseman Immanuel:  "Sire, I am witness to the many and inexcusable atrocities of those who 
claim to be Jews, and some are, who rob our brother Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH for 
many years by American Society of Composers, Author and Publishers (ASCAP) and Broadcast 
Music, Incorporated (BMI) who pay their own clique but not anyone of TRUTH or of 
Righteousness; nor do they spare to pay themselves.  They are knowing, lying thieves of the 
same essence and substance as Levi, Judah, Khazars, Ashkenazis, That Great Sodomite Harlot of 
Harlots, Semiramis, at Rome and Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters, genetic deficient 
Sons of Ishmael, Hindustani, Mormons, Satanists and Witches. 
 "Sire.  And this I say in This Presence to be considered in all the coming Judgments:  
They are guilty and they are knowingly guilty; therefore they are both evidence and Testimony 
Against themselves from the highest to the lowest; and they are without excuse.  This, My 
Testimony, is against all who will not see, those who see and speak not against the abomination 
and those who see and accept. 
 "Sire.  I shall ride with my brother Horsemen to destroy and subdue and all who shall call 
me by that which is not my name, rank or title shall I slay without mercy that our brother 
Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH rightly cast them into hell." 



 
Horseman Horus:  "Sire, I am witness that our brother Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH 
is an accomplished musician, composer, journalist and commentator; denigrated for decades by 
the former as presented by my brother Horseman Immanuel; and suppressed by the same 
associated demonics even this hour respecting the latter.  And where is any knowing falsehood 
from him concerning anything?  There isn't any!  There never was any such and there never will 
be any such lest our brother Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, himself, call it into 
account. 
 "Sire.  That I am Living Testimony of all these knowing and deliberate thieveries and 
corrupt suppressions lest TRUTH be known and True and Righteous Testimony be published in 
all the world is FACT irrefutable.  That I answer to and obey only our established Chain of 
Command and stand in the presence of Lord King Anu as an enemy before him are also FACTS 
irrefutable. 
 "Sire.  Here I stand and here I remain until relieved of Command, posted elsewhere or 
death consumes me." 
 
Horseman Hammerlin:  "Sire, I am witness that our brother Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR 
HIGH is an accomplished Warrior, a Field Commander without equal, a Supreme Lord of Fire 
taught by Wiraqucha (VIR-AH-COACH-CHA) and Creation's Foremost Lord of Vengeance.  He 
is not without Honor and Justice in all things before him.  He neither blesses nor curses without 
due reason and just cause.  In fact, he never does anything without a reason; often a lot of them. 
 "Sire.  I am a sword without mercy under his hand.  And when he orders me to strike I 
shall be Death and he shall cast into hell all I shall slay!  My Great Slaughter shall include all the 
vile and corrupt of the highest of the Temples of the Damned to the lowest who will not stand in 
open defiance with our brother Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH and consume a fourth of 
Creation lest Lucifer surrender to our brother Horseman Immanuel. 
 "Sire.  My Great Slaughter shall include most of Levi, except the pure lineage Sons of 
Aaron, most of Judah, all mongrels and their parentage regardless of race, Khazars, Ashkenazis, 
Sodomites of Semiramis and her Harlot Daughters, demonic possessed Sons of Ishmael, 
Hindustani, Mormons, Satanists, Witches and Atheists who are weighed in the balance of our 
brother Horseman Horus and found wanting. 
 "Sire.  At Horseman El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH's command shall I do it and I will not 
cease until the last I am commanded to destroy is exterminated." 
 
Horseman El Aku:  "Sire.  I did not originate either the tyranny now raging everywhere upon the 
whole world nor any of the Wars of Atrocities by all governments and organized religions that 
perpetrate and perpetuate them. 
 "Sire.  I did not originate any of the atrocious laws, by-laws, reputed righteous rites, 
endeavors of any of the several Lodges, secret or fraternal, nor any of their knowing criminal 
collusions while they pretense all manner of good, righteousness, justice and honor. 
 "Sire.  I have no vested interests in their graft profits from their respective enslavements, 
deprivations, slave and narcotics trafficking, wholesale murder of innocent and unborn children, 
treasons, railroadings, whoredoms nor harlotries except to destroy them and their organizations 
and burn them in the Depths of Hell as expediently as possible. 
 "Sire.  I inherited all these atrocities and have been a first-person victim of them.  They 
have no hell with which to threaten me that is nearly as horrendous as the hell I have for them:  



and I encourage all of TRUTH, Justice, Honor and the courage to do so to accomplish upon all 
the Bastards That Be at every opportunity.  All governmental and media lies to the contrary, this 
is not and will not become a Civil War but is and will remain a War of Restoration:  restoration 
of the Constitution of the United States of America and Bill of Rights and Free Enterprise. 
 "Sire.  I inherited this war, indeed I was born into it; be it upon me and more also if I fail 
to exterminate as given opportunity or fail to burn in hell all those who have, by their own 
volition, made themselves enemies of the Honorable Citizens they profess to serve. 
 "Sire.  I shall strike when I deem necessary, appropriate or opportune, on my terms and 
not anyone else's; in absolute obedience to Your True and Righteous Orders:  I shall discern the 
proper targets, I shall not spare, I shall slay them and I shall slay them all. 
 "Sire.  Is there more for me and my brother Horsemen?" 
 
 ""Horsemen of This Great Presence:  Woe to any and woe to all who shall not hear and 
heed these presents; for they are great comfort of knowledge, wisdom and life; and death and 
sure destruction upon all the disobedient. 
 ""Go where I send you. 
 ""Dismissed."" 
 
 "I saluted for us all and commanded: 
 "Horsemen, Attention! 
 "Horsemen, Parade Exit!"  And in reverse order of Entrance we left The Great Presence. 
 
 
 
 


